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Chapter One

A Company Is Born

“The first time I saw St. Louis, I could have bought it
for six million dollars. And it was the mistake of my
life that I did not do it.”
—Mark Twain

T

he year 1942 was a big one for St. Louis sports fans. Their Cardinals
won the World Series that year, defeating the defending champion
New York Yankees. It was a rather improbable trip to the Series for
the Cardinals, who won 43 of their last 51 games and ended up with a
franchise record of 106 wins. They came from 10½ games back to win
the National League pennant and take on the Yankees.
The Bronx Bombers—a team that included Joe DiMaggio and Phil Rizzuto—won
the first game. But after that it was all Cardinals, including Enos Slaughter and a
21-year-old rookie named Stan Musial. This was the Yankees’ first Series loss since
1926, when they also lost to the Cardinals. Between 1926 and 1942, the Yankees had
been in the Series—and won it—eight times.
1942 also was a critical year for the world at large. The United States had entered
World War II on December 8, 1941, the day after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, which killed more than 2,400 people and which U.S. President Franklin
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Delano Roosevelt called “a day that will live in infamy.” Although the Allies were
heartened by the U.S. decision to join the fight against the Axis powers, the war was
not going well for America and the rest of the Allies in 1942.
There was fierce fighting in the Pacific, marked by Japanese victories in the Philippines, Burma and Singapore. In Europe,
the Third Reich marched relentlessly across
continental Europe. By the end of the year,
Great Britain was one of the few European
nations not under the control of the Axis
powers.
And that led, at least indirectly, to the
formation of what is now Safety National
Casualty Corporation.
St. Louis businessman Elmer Werner
(pictured at left) had formed a firm called
Insurers Service Corporation in 1927. ISC
was a brokerage that placed mostly commercial accounts in St. Louis. Elmer was
a pioneer in self-insurance, and when he
found that many of his self-insured workers’ compensation clients did not want to service their own claims, he created a
claims-handling capability for ISC, making it both an insurance broker and a thirdparty claims administrator, or TPA. ISC placed excess workers’ comp coverage for
clients with Lloyd’s of London, which is where most excess insurance was placed at
that time.
As Hitler marched across Europe and London was increasingly under attack, the
leaders of ISC became concerned that Lloyd’s might be seriously disrupted or closed
if the German army succeeded in capturing London. That would leave them with no
market in which to place their excess coverage. So they decided to take out a kind of
insurance policy of their own.
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They established a company that could write excess workers’ compensation insurance and asked ISC to manage it. They formed the company as a mutual insurance
company rather than a stock company because at the time it took $50,000 in capital
to start a stock company in the state of Missouri, but only $25,000 in capital to start
a mutual company. So in 1942, Safety Mutual Casualty Corporation was born. It
issued its first policy December 31, 1942, to Curtis Manufacturing Company. (See
above.) The gross premium was $17,231.
Since the Nazis never captured London, access to Lloyd’s was not cut off. As a
result, Safety Mutual remained a small insurer catering to local self-insurers. In fact,
it had no actual employees; everyone who worked for Safety Mutual was technically
an employee of ISC. That remained the case until the mid-1980s, and it became a
critical distinction during Safety’s dispute with Frank B. Hall.
Eventually Elmer Werner was joined in his businesses by his two sons: Elmer
Louis Jr., called Lou, and Burton Kready, called B.K. B.K., who became the leader of
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Safety Mutual, joined the company in 1958, serving as an officer and a member of
Safety’s board of directors.
“The mutual company arose as kind of the tail on the dog—the dog was brokering and servicing of the claims by ISC,” said Terry Schoeninger, who joined Safety in
1979 and retired as chairman and chief executive officer in 2009. “But eventually the
tail began to wag the dog.”
In October 1959, B.K. and Joie Werner were mar“[B.K.] was full of
ried. He had recently graduated from the University
big ideas when he
of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business and
was working at Safety. His brother Lou, who was a
graduated from the
lawyer, was already involved with ISC.
Wharton School. He
At the time, Safety Mutual was a small company
liked to think that he
still providing only excess coverage for local acwas one of the very
counts. Surplus was less than $750,000, and gross
few who had two
written premium was about $300,000. By this time,
majors: insurance and Safety Mutual had much bigger competitors operating on a national scale, including not only Lloyd’s but
investing.”
General Reinsurance and American Reinsurance.
B.K. had plans to grow Safety Mutual well beyond its local scope. “I think he had
great visions of doing other things with the company,” said Joie Werner. “He was full
of big ideas when he graduated from the Wharton School. He liked to think that he
was one of the very few who had two majors: insurance and investing. I think he
could see great possibilities; he could really see forward.”
As the company grew, “it was very exciting,” she said. “Early on, every little account mattered greatly. But then, he was a kid—he was fresh out of grad school.”
In the early years, Safety Mutual was domiciled in Missouri and wrote most of
its business in the Show Me State. Then, B.K. decided to pursue writing aggregate
excess workers’ compensation insurance in California. Aggregate coverage provides
an overall stop-loss on deductibles, whereas regular excess has a new deductible for
every loss.
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Brokers and insurance companies in California did not like aggregate coverage
because it encouraged businesses to self-insure, and they fought against the coverage. Safety Mutual did not do enough business in this area to bring it a lot of negative
attention. But it did do enough business, and it was a small enough company, that the
California expansion helped to fuel the company’s early growth.
There also were some headaches. “Losing an account was a huge issue for B.K.,”
Joie Werner said. “Things always would get tense around Christmas time, which was
the end of his fiscal year. They had to tie up everything including new and renewal
business on January 1, and that put a lot of pressure on him, in addition to the crazy
Christmas holidays. He was always really stressed at Christmas time.”
Adding to that stress was probably the fact that there
was tension between the two companies, ISC and Safety
Mutual. When the Werner sons took over running the
companies, Lou, as the older son, had primary responsibility for ISC, which was the much larger company. As
the younger son, B.K. was put in charge of Safety Mutual. The brothers did not get along.
When Ed Garesche joined the company in 1970, he,
Lou and B.K. were the three
male members of the firm;
there also was some supE.L. Werner, Jr.
port staff. “Lou was a character,” Garesche said. “He and B.K. had their fallings out
and their getting alongs.”
In general, though, Garesche said, “B.K. was far
sharper than Lou when it came to the business of getting along with people and selling.”
“There were lots of separations along the way, lots of
going their own way, probably one not knowing what
B.K. Werner
the other was doing particularly,” Joie Werner said of
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the relationship between the
brothers. “They probably let
each other know in one way
or another what they were
doing, but I don’t think they
did a lot of projects together.”
By the time now-CEO
Mark Wilhelm joined the
company in 1977, there was
little communication between the brothers. “They
worked 25 yards apart in the
office, but they hardly ever
talked to each other,” Wilhelm said.
From B.K.’s early days with
the company, two things
were very clear about him.
The first was that he enjoyed
the investment part of the
business, and he was good at
it. His son, Brad, said, “Dad
always wanted to be an investor.” B.K. liked to collect
stamps and coins. “And he
liked to collect stocks, preferably those that paid dividends,” Brad Werner said.
“That was his prime goal. This independent report from 1962 highlights the financial
He really enjoyed investing soundness of Safety Mutual.
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Ed Garesche

and making money for the company,” Joie Werner said.
The second thing that was clear about B.K. Werner was that he had an excellent
way with people. B.K. was not effusive; in fact, he was often reserved. But he also was
quick to know and respond when employees needed something.
Karla Antrobus, now assistant vice president-business development operations,
was hired in 1988. “My first ‘boss,’ Matt Davidson, vice president of marketing, was
quite a character. He always had amazing stories about running a banana plantation
in Central America, his days with B.K. Werner at Amherst and all of his children,”
she said. “When Matt died, I was privileged to find out how compassionate the reserved, private B.K. Werner was when he reached out to me with comfort.”
B.K. Werner also developed a unique approach to management that was based on
his belief in the people around him.
Garesche joined Safety Mutual because B.K. wanted him to help grow the retail
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part of the business. Garesche’s focus was to be in Ohio where, at the time, employers
either self-insured or bought workers’ compensation insurance from the state. This
lack of choices made Ohio a good potential market for Safety Mutual.
Garesche became the first to experience B.K.’s management style, which came to
be called “coaching the coaches.”
That management style was based on a post-game interview with University of
Alabama coaching legend Paul “Bear” Bryant that
“We had lunches
B.K. saw on television. In the interview, Bryant said
that as a young coach, he had tried to control everythat were essentially
thing himself. But as he gained more experience, he
educational in which
realized that it would work better for everyone if he
B.K. taught me his
found good assistant coaches and then let them do
business and then let
their jobs. B.K. Werner adapted that philosophy to
me loose.”
managing Safety.
“We had lunches that were essentially educational
in which B.K. taught me his business and then let me loose,” Garesche said.
The relationship continued to grow. Garesche signed a contract that paid him a
flat rate of commission for business he found in the state of Ohio. Soon that territory
expanded to include Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Tennessee and New Jersey, as well as
Ohio.
Garesche was a pilot, which made it feasible for him to service such a wide geographic area. “With the use of the airplane, I was able to get there relatively easily,”
he said.
B.K.’s way with people and his management style became touchstones as the company grew.
“B.K. Werner was a guy you wanted to work for,” said Jeff Otto, who joined Safety
Mutual in 1986 and is now senior vice president, general counsel and corporate secretary. “He was an impressive guy—very bright and kind of understated. He didn’t
talk a lot, but when he did, it meant a lot to you.”
Recalling the Bear Bryant story, Otto said, “B.K. took something from that. He
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picked a great management team, and he let them do their jobs.”
“At the same time, he was tough to work for, but fair,” Wilhelm said. “As an underwriter, you could expect a note from him from time to time to let you know he was
watching everything you did. The most dreaded, but also my favorite in retrospect,
was the ‘HO, HO, HO note’ in red pen if he thought you were too competitive on a
quote.”
Schoeninger was part of the management team, and he appreciated the autonomy
that B.K. gave his people. “You can’t really say enough about the man,” Schoeninger
said. “He was a great guy to work for. He would say, ‘This is what I want you to do.
Go do it.’”
He added, “He instilled the idea of working hard and playing hard.”
That balance and sense of fun became part of the company’s culture, and it helped
young managers cope with what was sometimes a difficult workplace.
“There was constant tension between the two Werners; there were competing factions. It wasn’t an ideal work environment,” Wilhelm said. “But the younger group
that ended up running the company for 30 to 40 years all got along very well. We
combined and conspired on practical jokes, often on ourselves. It became part of our
history.”
“If there was fun to be had, Harry (Ilg) and Terry (Schoeninger) were usually in
the middle of it or instigated it themselves,” said John Paino, now vice presidentfinancial analysis. “All the executives not only had a business demeanor but also
possessed down-to-earth, approachable, inviting attitudes that people could relate
to—an approach that brings the best out in people, and still works to this day.”
When Linda Wilcox, now assistant vice president-data quality management, was
hired in January 1984, it was her first job out of school. One of the things that impressed her most was that even the people at the head of the company liked to have
fun.
“I was young and used to the structured environment of school,” she said. “I was
surprised how laid back and fun all these grown-ups were.”
Charlotte Christian joined Safety Mutual on June 1, 1976. “I was hired as a secre-
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Joie Werner, center, is flanked by daughter Cindy and son Brad.

tary,” she said. “There was only one other ISC secretary. I was employee number 26
of ISC.”
She started work at Safety’s downtown St. Louis office. “It was small. The male employees had to share an office. Lou and B.K. each had their private office. There was
a board room, accounting room, reception area and two general work rooms where
everyone else worked, and a small file room,” she said, adding, “I remember that my
desk was an ugly gray metal thing.”
The smallness of the company at the time was one of its plusses for Christian. “The
best part of working at Safety was the way the employees were treated. We were small
enough for it to be fun, and we all knew each other and our families,” she said.
B.K. and his team valued that sense of fun and community, and they worked hard
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to protect it as the company grew. But they did not want Safety to remain small, and
they continued to take steps to expand. Much of that involved developing relationships with brokers that B.K. identified. They also tried different lines of business in
addition to excess workers’ compensation.
One of the first such lines was accident and health insurance, which was championed by Lou Werner. Policies were written from 1975 into the early 1980s. Ultimately, however, it did not prove to be successful.
“It was always kind of an ugly stepchild. It didn’t work; it never fit well with our
business,” Schoeninger said. “It was low-volume. It was just a headache.”
More successful was the company’s decision to write self-insurance bonds. States
usually required either a financial deposit or a bond for companies that wanted to
self-insure their workers’ compensation insurance. After due diligence and product
development that began in 1979, Safety Mutual began to write those bonds in 1980.
It became a profitable product in its own right, and it also encouraged customers
to stay with Safety Mutual because if they switched insurers, Safety Mutual no longer
would write their bond. “The bond business was great,” Schoeninger said. “It was a
good thing to do.”
Still, for the first 30 years or so of its existence, into the mid-1970s, Safety Mutual
was neither very large nor very well-known. “They were like the crumb gobbler on
the floor,” Wilhelm said.
That was about to change.
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“If a window of opportunity appears,
don’t pull down the shade.”
—Tom Peters

T

he workers’ compensation market began to change in the early 1970s,
and that change meant additional opportunities for an excess work
comp insurer such as Safety Mutual Casualty Corporation. B.K. Werner recognized that opportunity and was ready to seize it.
Although workers’ compensation was—and remains—controlled
by the individual states, in the early 1970s there began to be concern that the hodgepodge of different state regulations resulted in injured workers not getting fair benefits. The National Commission on State Workmen’s Compensation Laws was appointed to look at and address these concerns. The commission recommended that
workers’ comp remain a state-run program. However, it also noted that federal control might be necessary unless individual states made changes to improve benefits
for workers. Within a few years, benefits started to go up dramatically—and so did
workers’ compensation insurance premiums.
B.K. Werner recognized the business possibilities this presented, and he began to
hire underwriters and others to develop and service this new and growing business.
Some of the people hired during this period would run the company for decades:
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The Dirty Half Dozen, the men who ran Safety for decades, were (standing from left) Mark
Wilhelm, Duane Hercules, Harry Ilg and Jerry Scott, and (seated from left) Terry Schoeninger
and B.K. Werner.

Mark Wilhelm, currently chief executive officer, joined in 1977 as an underwriter.
About six months later, Harry Ilg was hired from Coopers & Lybrand as a vice president of finance, followed about a year after that by Terry Schoeninger as assistant
general counsel under Lou Werner. Jerry Scott started in claims in 1983, and Duane
Hercules, now Safety’s president, came on board in the Finance Department in 1984.
Of course, like all the people who toiled for Safety Mutual, these men were technically employees of Insurers Service Corporation.
B.K. Werner, who liked military movies, would eventually dub these five and himself the Dirty Half Dozen. B.K. also liked to bestow nicknames, so Wilhelm became
Kaiser Wilhelm, Ilg was Franz (his middle name), Schoeninger was Counselor, Scott
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became Carlos (after a Robert Ludlum character who could change his appearance),
and Hercules was known as Beef.
These six people became the top managers of Safety Mutual, and they would continue to lead it. They saw themselves as a unit, and they functioned like one, working
together toward the common goal of growing the company.
“In addition to B.K., we had five extremely capable people who could have done
very well anywhere,” Wilhelm said. “We decided to put aside our egos and work as a
team. I think that was the real key.”
The other five members of the Dirty Half Dozen were
“Those six are the
all loyal to B.K., of course. They appreciated and thrived
reason for our
under his style of management. But they also were loyal to
company’s growth
each other, and to the company. And as is so often the case,
and for what the
that approach and loyalty brought in other like-minded
company is today.” people.
“We hired really good people, and they were attracted to
the people and the opportunity this little company represented,” Wilhelm said.
Those people who did not fit into what was already coming to be a unique culture
did not stay at Safety. “We were the last six standing,” Schoeninger said. “We all kind
of found each other and gravitated to each other.”
Barb Platipodis, who is now assistant vice president-finance, joined Safety in 1981.
She watched the coming together of the Dirty Half Dozen, and she was impressed
by what she saw.
“Those six are the reason for our company’s growth and for what the company is
today,” she said. “It was very apparent to me from the start that all of the Dirty Half
Dozen were very intelligent, worked well together, had strong personalities and got
along very well. Even their wives became friends.
“It was interesting to me to see what they would come up with next. It seemed like
they always had something up their sleeve,” she said.
She also felt that their treatment of employees promoted a close-knit work environment at Safety Mutual.
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“We were a small company,
and they treated us all like family,” she said. “There was a genuine concern; they cared about
what we thought, considered our
suggestions and would inquire
about our families.”
Karla Antrobus, now assistant
vice president-business development operations, still smiles at
the memory of her interview in
1988 for a position as marketing
assistant.
“My first exposure to Safety Safety’s Finance Department, circa 1982, consisted of
included a rescheduled interview (from left) Terry Schoeninger, Gary Uhlemeyer and
due to a bomb threat,” she said. Harry Ilg.
“I could have run but thought:
These people are as wacky as I am. After being hired—I think as Number 40 on the
ISC list at the time—I realized how close-knit the employees were. I still enjoy that
quirky memory.”
When Ilg was recruiting Schoeninger, with whom he had worked at Coopers &
Lybrand, Ilg outlined Safety Mutual’s business model, which was basically the business model of a small family firm. But, he said, the company was growing out of that
business model. With the right leadership, it was going to be a much larger, more
expansive company.
Ilg also noted that one of the advantages of Safety’s business was that, as an excess
insurer, the company was paid premiums but might not have to pay claims from
those premiums for many years. This gave the company’s management an opportunity to make significant income through investing the premiums.
As the workers’ compensation landscape was changing, Safety expanded its busi-
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ness reach. While it had been focused mainly on Missouri, California and Ohio, the
company began to grow its business in other states.
Safety moved into Illinois, which was a much larger market than Missouri simply
because it had more people. In addition, because it had a strong union presence, it
had more generous workers’ compensation benefits and therefore higher workers’
compensation insurance premiums. This made it an attractive market for self-insurance—and for Safety Mutual’s excess coverage.
“Safety Mutual certainly existed, but it was not a major player as a carrier in the
early ’70s in Illinois,” said John Rittenhouse, who at the time was working for Martin
Boyer, a broker and third-party claims administrator. He said that in 1975, Illinois
adopted major work comp regulation changes, causing rates to go up 46 percent.
“After that date, Safety Mutual had more opportunities to write excess workers’ comp
because exposures and premiums had changed significantly.”
Washington state, like Ohio, was a “monopolistic” state for workers’ comp; employers had to buy coverage from the state or self-insure. Again, this made self-insurance an attractive option.
Safety also developed a presence in New Jersey through ISC’s membership in
an organization called the National Association of Safety & Claims Organizations.
NASCO was a loose affiliation of smaller third-party administrators (TPAs), like
ISC, that helped each other out by serving clients in states in which another member
did not have contacts or a presence. Rasmussen Administrators was a New Jersey
TPA that was part of NASCO. It did a lot of workers’ compensation self-insurance,
and it became an important contact for Safety Mutual.
In 1976, Safety Mutual and ISC moved from downtown to the University Club
Tower (photo on opposite page), a 25-story building in Clayton, a St. Louis suburb.
Both firms were in the same offices, so in order to avoid using either firm’s name
when answering the phone, the operator answered by saying the phone number,
862-4500.
From a decorating standpoint, the offices left something to be desired.
“The only consistency to the décor was that everything was ugly,” said John Pai-
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no, vice president-financial analysis. “All
the carpet was an off-yellow, off-blue or
off-green. The board room had a zigzag
wallpaper design that would make you
dizzy, and most of the furniture was broken.”
“It was hideous,” said Hercules.
“Carpet, curtains, furniture—nothing
matched. Every office was some crazy
color scheme.”
But there was not much time to worry about color schemes. There was too
much work to be done.
One of the first tasks was to get Safety
Mutual admitted in more states. At the
time, the company was admitted only in
Missouri and New Jersey; in every other
state, it did business as a surplus lines insurer. Schoeninger, who was an attorney
and who had worked for the accounting firm Coopers & Lybrand, could speak to
both the legal and financial people in the state insurance departments.
“I was equipped to do the job,” he said.
When he arrived, he realized that the company was poised to take off to the next
level. “To be there at that time was exciting. We had a lot to do, and too few people to
do it,” he said. There were 27 employees when he joined ISC after having been a tax
specialist with Coopers & Lybrand.
“We learned on the fly. It was kind of on-the-job training,” Schoeninger said. But
that was part of what made it both challenging and fun.
“After I’d been there for about a year, I couldn’t imagine going back to tax accounting,” he said.
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Because Safety was a small company and focused on growing, there were many
things to do. There was plenty of work to go around, and not much time to discuss
the finer points. People just jumped in and did what needed to be done, said Scott,
who retired in 2014 as president.
That approach—everyone pitching in and doing what
needed to be done—fit well with B.K.’s management style.
“In the end, it
“B.K. didn’t so much tell you how to do things,” said Scott.
comes down to
“He allowed you to figure it out and do your job.”
something Harry
The management team also had a great deal of respect for
and Jerry used
each other; there was very little “pulling rank.” That was at
to say: ‘Let’s do
least in part because there was very little hierarchy, as evidenced by the fact that every one of the Dirty Half Dozen
what makes
served in a top management position at some point.
sense.’ ”
“When we had management meetings, everyone was free
to speak his piece,” Hercules said. “But in the end, when the decision was made,
whether it was 6-0 or 4-2, when we walked out of the room we would all get behind
it and go do it.”
“This has always been a company that to a certain extent has been run by consensus,” agreed John Csik, now executive vice president and chief financial officer,
who joined the company in 1986 as an accounting manager. “There have rarely been
times when somebody said, ‘Well we’re doing this just because I said we’re doing this.’
There’s always been discussion and dialogue.
“In the end, it comes down to something Harry (Ilg) and Jerry (Scott) used to say:
‘Let’s do what makes sense,’” he said.
B.K. and the rest of his management also believed in making things fun, and they
created an atmosphere where people worked hard and also played hard. That environment was obvious to Hercules even before he joined Safety Mutual, which had
been an audit client of his at Coopers & Lybrand.
“I had always liked the people at Safety Mutual,” he said. “They seemed to enjoy
working together. It was not a stuffy environment.”
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The Dirty Half Dozen began to bond. They liked each other, and they socialized
together. Often their wives socialized with them, and they became friends as well.
Their children became close, and many of those friendships continue to endure.
“It seemed that not only were they co-workers, but they were friends as well,”
said Linda Wilcox, now assistant vice president-data quality management, who was
hired in 1984 as a computer operator. “I didn’t feel like they were trying to outdo
one another; their goals were aligned, and they worked together to make this a great
company.”
Mark Stroyeck, vice president of workers’ compensation-associations hired in
1985, said, “The group all shared similar interests, they came from similar backgrounds, and they all got along very well. Plus they shared the same operating philosophy and vision for the company, and that really made it work.”
As that team became more entrenched, they laid the foundation for a culture that
would make Safety Mutual an employee-focused workplace and a successful company. From 1972 to 1982, gross premiums written grew from $1.1 million to almost
$23 million.
They also were able to create an environment in which the closeness of the team
seemed inclusive to newer employees rather than shutting them out. In doing that,
they helped to create a culture that was able to reproduce itself almost systemically,
as new employees were able to observe the “Safety way.”
“Right away, everyone was extremely friendly, very open. There was never any
sense of ‘Oh well, you’re the new guy. You don’t know anything,’” Csik said.
Csik was recruited by Duane Hercules, now Safety president. “Duane told me,
‘You can be your own boss.’ And I have really found it to be true. There is the opportunity to not be put in a box. If you show talent and creativity and willingness to
work hard, you can really make whatever you want out of your career.”
Jeff Otto has been with Safety Mutual for 30 years. He was hired as assistant general counsel under Schoeninger and became general counsel 20 years ago. “I was
mentored by Terry Schoeninger and Harry Ilg,” Otto said. “I started more than half
a lifetime ago, and it has been an incredible experience for me.”
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Under the Dirty Half Dozen, he learned “the Safety Mutual way of doing things—
with integrity. We always try to do the right thing. The integrity part is dealing with
people fairly.”
One result of that approach is often that people who come to work at Safety tend
to stay. “There is a lot of consistency in management. People marvel at how long
many of us have been here as part of the management team,” Otto said.
“I was always made aware that it’s a relationship business,” he said. “Relationships
are considered really significant, internal and external. Internally, it’s a good place
to work from the standpoint of the work environment and relationships you foster
with your co-workers. On the business side, we have long-term relationships with
business partners.”
“I think that B.K.
Bill Eyre has had one of those long-term business re… realized that it lationships with Safety. Eyre was chief executive officer
was going to be the and now is managing director-brokerage at JLT Re (North
youth and energy America) Incorporated.
Eyre started working with Safety in 1981and expanded
that would propel
their business dealings over the next several years. He did
the company.”
more business with Safety because he believed in the company as an insurer, of course. He appreciated the professionalism and the service that Safety Mutual provided. But he also enjoyed working
with the management team.
“Most of them were contemporaries of mine in terms of age and experience,” Eyre
said. “Our personalities clicked. We were all young in the business, all starting families; we knew what their interests were, and it was an opportunity where we ended
up clicking on a personal and business level.”
Joie Werner watched the building of the Dirty Half Dozen with interest. “As the
business grew, B.K. became very impressed with Harry Ilg, so he asked Harry to
recommend who else to bring in for different positions. He found these people who
were so important to B.K.,” she said. “They were young and dynamic, and I think that
B.K., as he was growing older, realized that it was going to be the youth and energy
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that would propel the company.
“He put a lot of faith in these young people, kind of overriding some people who
had been there for a long time and who were his friends. But he was thinking longterm and of going forward with this group of young people. And that’s exactly how
it worked out,” she said.
“I think he had real confidence in his choices. And I think he helped bring out the
best in them, and that’s a good leader,” she said. “And they all have excellent traits as
well. I think they are very strong, loyal people.”
But their strength and their loyalty were about to be tested severely.
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Chapter Three

The Battle for the Soul
of Safety

“The ultimate measure of a man is not where he
stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but
where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.”
—Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.

T

he 1980s, which were to become a kind of crucible for what was then
Safety Mutual, started off pretty well. Frank B. Hall, a major national
and international broker, approached B.K. and Lou Werner about an
acquisition. Hall was interested in buying Safety Mutual, but the Werners noted that it is not possible to buy a mutual company, which is
owned by its policyholders. Instead, Hall and the Werners reached an agreement for
the purchase of Insurers Service Corporation, which was a brokerage, management
company and third-party claims administrator. The deal closed on May 29, 1981.
A few years after the sale, an unknown buyer began to drive Hall stock up in price,
and B.K. sold his stock, much of it for a significant profit. The unknown buyer was
Saul Steinberg, chief executive officer of Reliance Insurance Co., who was angling to
mount a takeover of Hall. Later, as Hall began a financial descent under Steinberg’s
leadership, that stock dropped in price to almost nothing.
The ISC deal with Hall went smoothly for a while. But then things began to get
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rocky.
Safety Mutual was reeling from the losses associated with umbrella policies, which
in 1985 resulted in a 21 percent decrease in its statutory surplus to $13.3 million and
a 50 percent increase in reinsurance recoverables, money it needed to collect from
unaffiliated reinsurers, to nearly $100 million. Reinsurers were suffering significant
losses from the liability business of the early to mid 1980s, and they were either
teetering financially or reluctant to pay. The nearly $100 million of reinsurance recoverables were spread around the U.S. and the world among 70-plus unaffiliated
reinsurers in places ranging from Brazil to Europe to Tokyo, along with now-defunct
domestic carriers and insurance exchanges such as the New York and Illinois insurance exchanges, which were set up as competitors to Lloyd’s of London. So Safety
was in for a long and arduous battle to collect the reinsurance money owed it.
Due to the uncertainties of the reinsurance collectibles and its poor financial results, Safety Mutual lost its A+ Best rating and became unrated NA-6 by A.M. Best
& Co. in 1985 and 1986. (See Chapter Four for how Safety’s best customers stood by
the company as Safety worked to regain its rating.) In 1986, to stabilize the company,
Safety requested a reduction in the management fee it paid to ISC, which was owned
by Hall, and Hall agreed. In 1987, Safety proposed another reduction. Hall verbally
agreed, but there was nothing on paper.
In August 1987, Hall demanded that Safety and ISC pay an additional $500,000
per quarter. Safety balked because its management felt that the additional fee would
make restoring a Best rating much more difficult and would reduce the company’s
surplus to a level that would discourage brokers from working with them.
“It got pretty contentious with Frank B. Hall. Hall did not want to renegotiate, but
Safety and ISC did not have the money to spare for the payments,” said Mark Wilhelm, who is now chief executive officer of Safety National.
When B.K. told Steinberg that he could no longer afford the deal, Steinberg
threatened to take over Safety Mutual. However, Steinberg and Hall seemed to be
overlooking a very important technical detail: They did not actually own Safety Mutual. Because Safety was a mutual company, it belonged to its policyholders. Safety
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also had no employees; all the people who worked at Safety Mutual were employees
of ISC, which managed Safety Mutual via a management contract.
B.K. pointed out why it was impossible for Hall and Steinberg to take over Safety
Mutual. Safety Mutual had a management contract with ISC, but B.K. said Safety
could just cancel that management contract—which would separate Safety from ISC.
He noted that Safety Mutual and its officers had a fiduciary
“That was quite responsibility to its policyholders above all else.
The management contract did not have a cancellation
a shot across the
clause, but it also did not have a non-cancellation clause. In a
bow when Harry
twist that was immensely beneficial to Safety, under Missouri
[Ilg] went to
law if the issue of cancellation was not directly addressed, a
work for Safety contract was assumed to be cancellable. So the threat to cancel the management contract had teeth.
Mutual.”
At the time, B.K. and Harry Ilg, president and chief operating officer, were the only Safety/ISC people who had employment contracts with
Hall, and Ilg’s was to expire at the end of 1987. He told B.K. and the Safety board that
he did not intend to continue to work for Hall when his contract ended. At the same
time, he did not want to work for ISC, which employed the other Safety officers and
employees. He thought he needed to be able to make decisions that were in the best
interests of Safety, and that he could not do that if he was being paid by Hall or ISC.
So he became Safety Mutual’s first paid employee. His official start date was January
1, 1988.
John Csik, now executive vice president and chief financial officer, was in charge
of setting up payroll processing when Ilg became the first employee of Safety Mutual.
“That was quite a shot across the bow when Harry went to work for Safety Mutual,”
Csik said. “It was a bold move, it was a very bold move to say ‘You know what—we’re
kind of done with you’ to Hall.”
At that point, Wilhelm said, “Battle lines got drawn.” And the battle unfolded as
follows:
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December 2, 1987
B.K. and Ilg went to New York and met with Hall management. Hall said that as
they saw it, there were three options for dealing with the dispute: Hall could continue
to own ISC, Hall could sell ISC to a third party, or Hall could sell ISC to ISC’s own
management group.
However, the Safety Mutual people were suspicious. Hall was being more or less
taken over by Steinberg, who also controlled Reliance Insurance Co. As a result, “We
saw a fourth option: that they would come into town and take all of Safety’s records
and files and then just write the business through another Reliance insurer,” said
Terry Schoeninger, who was the general counsel.
December 10, 1987
Some people from Frank B. Hall in New York came to St. Louis, saying that they
had come to do a review of the company. When the Hall people asked Schoeninger
if they could review the ISC records, he allowed that. “Then they asked to see the
Safety Mutual records, and I refused to give those to them,” Schoeninger said. “They
didn’t really know what to do with that.” Safety Management met with its employees
and explained the situation, and they asked employees not to give any Safety Mutual
records to anyone from Hall.
December 11, 1987
Hall wrote a letter saying that Ilg was denied access to the ISC offices in the University Club Tower building. At the time, the Internal Revenue Service was conducting an audit of Safety’s reserves. Ilg had always been the person who worked with the
IRS, and he now was not allowed into the offices.
December 14, 1987
Schoeninger informed Hall’s Executive Vice President Holmes Harden that B.K.
and Ilg were very angry, and that if there were any more escalations, Schoeninger
would remove Safety’s records from the ISC offices. Later, there was a meeting be-
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tween Safety and Hall people. Because Ilg was not allowed in the offices, the meeting
was held in a restaurant. Hall said they needed the Safety records in order to evaluate
the value of the business. Safety agreed to give the records to a third party to conduct
a review, but not to Hall.
December 16, 1987
B.K. told Hall General Counsel Blair Fensterstock that he was not interested
in a buyout. Since B.K. was the only member of Safety’s management group who
had enough money to seriously consider a buyout, “that brought that to a halt,”
Schoeninger said. The next day, Steinberg sent a proposal to sell Safety and ISC to
the younger members of the management team. They rejected the proposal.
The dispute took a holiday break, but started up again with a vengeance in the
new year.
Mid-January 1988
B.K., Schoeninger and outside counsel went to New York at Steinberg’s invitation
to try to negotiate a sale. “We took the elevator up, and when the doors opened, Saul
and his people were standing there, with only enough room for the Safety Mutual
people to step off the elevator,” Schoeninger said. “They were just standing there,
staring at us, like a football team would.”
According to Schoeninger, Steinberg told B.K., “There won’t be any conversation
about selling this company. I’m going to tell you exactly what to do, and you’re going
to do it. And if you don’t, I’m going to sue you and take all your money and ruin your
reputation. But this is not a threat.”
The Safety people were still in their winter coats, holding their briefcases. They
asked if they could go somewhere to discuss the situation, and they were ushered
into a small room. They were concerned that the room might be bugged, so they
whispered for a few minutes.
“We decided that this was not a discussion we were interested in having,”
Schoeninger said. “We walked out of that room, punched the elevator button, and
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when the elevator door opened, we got on. As the door closed, Steinberg and his
people were standing there with their mouths open. That’s when they realized they
had a big problem.”
January 20, 1988
To protect Safety Mutual’s records against what they felt could be a seizure by
Hall at any time, Safety’s management moved the records into space the company
rented on the 17th floor of University Club Tower. The space was being renovated,
but Safety rented it anyway, believing at first that it would be used only to store records. Safety also got its own computer. ISC’s offices were on the 15th floor. When
Hall’s people asked Schoeninger if he had moved the records, he correctly replied,
“The records have not been moved out of the building.”
Jerry Scott said, “Everybody pitched in, and we spent two 20-hour days getting
the records moved. That was part of the teamwork that brought everyone together.
“Management told the employees, ‘This is what we have to do to protect the company and its employees, and we need everybody’s help.’ And to a person, they responded,” he said. “We started with a common goal: We’re going to beat these guys.”
Initially, the records were carted back and forth, as needed, between the 15th and
17th floors. All the records had to be returned to the 17th floor at the end of each day.
January 22, 1988
Missouri Insurance Commissioner Lew Crist came to call on the new Safety Mutual “offices.” A board member of Safety Mutual thought the commissioner should
know what was going on with Safety and Hall. Safety’s management felt confident
about this visit, despite Crist’s initial repulsion at the looks of the office: He had no
place to hang his cashmere overcoat and had to lay it on a dusty table.
“We figured that the Missouri insurance commissioner would be an ally of a Missouri mutual insurance company in a dispute with Saul Steinberg,” Schoeninger said.
In addition, Don Ainsworth, who had been a previous Missouri insurance commissioner, now worked for Safety.
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As the dispute with Frank B. Hall escalated, Hall executive Holmes Harden told ISC employees
to return records that Safety management had moved.
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January 29, 1988
A week later, a meeting was held in Jefferson City, the state capital, between representatives of Hall, Safety and the commissioner’s office. Crist said he wanted to reach
an agreement to sell the company back to Safety’s management team, and he added
that the records could stay where they were.
After some contentious discussion, Ilg said that Safety was still contemplating the
cancellation of the management contract, which would have left Hall with virtually nothing. The Safety team knew that, under Missouri law, they could cancel the
contract—a fact that Crist verified. Crist also said that in the event of litigation, he
felt it was his responsibility to protect Safety Mutual and its policyholders, who were
also its owners.
February 3, 1988
Hall’s people told the Safety Mutual board members that they were going to be
sued. The board members, many of whom were friends of B.K.’s, were angry at the
news. But, Schoeninger said, “They might have been a little pissed at us and a little
pissed at B.K. for getting them into this, but they were all 100 percent pissed at Frank
B. Hall.”
February 5, 1988
Hall gathered the employees and said they would give each employee an employment contract with Hall that included a non-compete agreement, and that no employee would get the year-end bonus check until he or she had signed the contract.
Many of the employees objected; they already had earned the bonuses, and they felt
Hall had no right to withhold them.
When Hall told them they would not get their bonus checks unless they signed
with Hall, “I thought: You have lost half the employees,” said Charlotte Christian,
who had been hired in 1976 as a secretary. Actually, Hall would end up losing much
more than that.
“Hall had everybody in one room, and they announced that we all had to sign an
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Excerpt from Frank B. Hall employment contract.

employment contract in order to get our bonus,” said Gene Maier, now executive
vice president and chief underwriting officer. “Blair Fensterstock was Hall’s lawyer,
and he was up there smoking a big cigar. I remember him saying that we were mere
mortals and we probably did not have attorneys on retainer, so he would be happy
to interpret the employment contract for us and help us make our decisions. One of
our employees was bold enough to say, ‘Why don’t you just leave us all alone.’ And,
as if on cue, the receptionist fainted.”
Her fainting ended the meeting. No one signed the new contract.
February 7, 1988
On Sunday, Schoeninger received notice that Hall intended to file suit in the
morning. “Sunday night at 7 p.m., I resigned from ISC,” Schoeninger said. Mark
Wilhelm, faced with the same dilemma, resigned at virtually the same moment.
February 8, 1988
Hercules and Scott also resigned from ISC. They then walked upstairs to the 17th
floor and joined Ilg, Schoeninger and Wilhelm, where they were immediately hired
by the Safety board. But they could not encourage other employees to do the same.
“We had to trust that their loyalty would be to us,” Wilhelm said.
And it was. Within three days, the board had hired 48 people—virtually all the
Safety Mutual employees. They all received their bonuses, plus a little more.
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Duane Hercules’ resignation letter.

“The Hall people just didn’t realize that in the Midwest, people value relationships,” said Duane Hercules, now Safety president. “The employees were scared and
nervous, of course. But these guys were some New York bullies who were coming
down and trying to rough them up, and they weren’t going to go for that.”
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Jeff Otto, who is now general counsel, said, “I was part of the group of people who
resigned from ISC and got hired by Safety Mutual. The day that people were starting
to apply for a job at Safety Mutual, getting on the elevator and going up a few floors,
I went to get a haircut. I came back, and half the company had resigned in the time
I was getting my hair cut.”
Barb Platipodis, now assistant vice president-finance, said, “We were hearing
from other employees that they had gone to the 17th floor and were hired by Safety
Mutual. I proceeded to the 17th floor and found Duane (Hercules). I still remember
him opening the door. Right then and there I felt calmness and a good amount of
relief. I knew my job security was in good hands now and felt confident that the
company would take good care of us.”
The new office space was sparse, to put it mildly. The space had been under demolition, the floor was bare concrete, most of walls were torn down or had holes in
them, metal studs remained, and cables and wires hung from the ceiling. Wilhelm’s
wife, Debbie, who had worked for the phone company, prevailed on some of her
former colleagues to set up a phone line without the normal delay and red tape, but
employees still had to take turns using the phone.
“We all worked on the 17th floor, with wooden tables and folding chairs,” said
Platipodis. “There was one specific room that the underwriting department worked
in, which was pink. We called it the Pepto-Bismol Room.”
The underwriters were working on card tables and for a while, sharing one phone.
“We were just doing the best we could,” said Maier. “We would work up a quote, and
then we would wait until the telephone was free and call the broker with our quote.”
In between, Wilhelm was on the phone trying to keep the company’s best customers informed. Not only was Safety reeling from umbrella losses, it had lost its Best
rating, it had a formidable new competitor (See Chapter Five.), and now it was in
trench warfare mode with Hall and Steinberg.
At the same time, Hercules was calling security committees and rating agencies informing them of the unfolding events and how to reach the company. Ilg,
Schoeninger and Scott kept dialogue going with outside local board members, at-
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torneys and regulators.
“It’s hard to believe now, but then it was just our everyday life,” Csik said.
They also took steps at night to protect the records they had moved. They hired
guards, and they took turns sleeping in the building to make sure the Hall people
did not try to raid their office. One night when Wilhelm, Scott and Hercules were on
duty, trying to get some sleep in a tiny room on the 14th floor, they got a frantic call
from one of the guards. He said Fensterstock and some other Hall people were trying
to force their way into the 17th floor office, claiming they had a right to possession
of the records.
Wilhelm, Scott and Hercules went running up the stairs. When they got there
they saw a large group of people with a video camera rolling, yelling at the guard to
open the door to the records. “I got up there, and the adrenalin was really flowing,
and I was yelling, ‘Don’t open the door. They have no right to take the records,’” Hercules said. When the guard opened the door to let only Wilhelm, Scott and Hercules
in, Fensterstock was right behind them, with his ever-present cigar. Wilhelm turned
and slammed the door in Fensterstock’s face, smashing his cigar.
February 12, 1988
Hall asked the people who had resigned to return to work. In response, Schoeninger
wrote a letter to Hall, saying that they were interfering with Safety Mutual’s employee
relationships.
February 16, 1988
The negotiating teams for Safety and Hall worked out a settlement, and the lawsuits were dropped. As a result of the settlement, Safety Mutual had to name a new
president and allow Reliance and Hall to add a few people to the board. Ed Garesche
became president, and Ainsworth was named executive vice president.
Safety also agreed to make payments to Hall for 13 years. Eventually the Reliance
people left the board, but Safety made all the payments— although the later payments were made to the Reliance receivership.
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Hall offered employees who had resigned from ISC to join Safety the opportunity to return to
their old jobs with ISC. No one accepted the offer.
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The Hall contest was pivotal for Safety’s management, but they were not the only
ones affected. Employees watched with growing concern as things got increasingly
strange.
“One of my recollections was being on the elevator going to the 17th floor and the
doors opening up, and I could see that the Hall people were trying to force their way
into the space that Safety Mutual had acquired,” Maier said. “They’re trying to push
the door open; Duane Hercules is trying to push the door closed. I didn’t know what
to do, so I just let the elevator doors close.”
Platipodis was served with a subpoena. “A server kept knocking on my door,” she
said. “I was home alone and didn’t answer the door. I looked out my window, and he
was standing there yelling at me to open the door. I called my neighbor, who was a
security guard. He without hesitation came over with his gun, so I then proceeded
to open up the door.”
“I started with the company in December of 1987. In January of the following year
the ‘disagreement’ between Reliance/Frank B. Hall and Safety came to a head. It was
a David versus Goliath scenario, and I was going with David,” said Tom Redoutey,
now premium audit manager-classifications & excess workers’ compensation audits.
“I was thinking that my career at Safety would only last one month, so, I updated my
resume. Fortunately, David came out on top, and I was able to stay. That was the last
time that I updated my resume.”
The conflict also affected the families, especially of management. Wilhelm said
that a personal turning point that solidified his resolve was when his wife called to
say that a subpoena server was at their door. “Our 3-year-old daughter was hanging
on her knee,” he said.
Subpoena servers could show up at any time. “It was a matter of peeking out the
doors before you even went out, or making sure that someone wasn’t lurking around
the corner when your family went out,” Scott said. “It was a pretty tumultuous time.”
“It was very dramatic,” said B.K.’s wife, Joie Werner. “I remember being out in
Hawaii and being awakened by the phone calls at all hours, with the lawyers saying
‘Decisions are being made hourly.’ They told B.K. he should not be where he was; he
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should be home. But B.K. loved Hawaii, so he was going to be there anyway. For B.K.,
that’s what lawyers were to do—to settle these problems.”
The most important short-term result of the Hall saga was that the management
and employees of Safety Mutual saved their company from almost certain death:
Had it come under the control of Steinberg, Safety probably would have suffered the
same fate as Reliance, which eventually was placed in liquidation. A much-diminished Frank B. Hall was bought by Aon Corp. in 1992.
“I had so much
But there also were some important long-term results
respect and trust
for Safety. First, it clarified for management their dedicain our senior
tion to their customers.
“It started with the policyholders for us when we left
management that
I didn’t think twice Insurers Service Corporation and went to work for Safety
Mutual to protect the policyholders. We had the obligation
about walking
to do that, and we stood by that obligation,” Scott said.
away from my job
It showed the loyalty of employees to management, and
and joining them.” vice versa.
“It was certainly like nothing I had been through before,
just five years out of college,” said Mark Stroyeck, now vice president of workers’
compensation-associations. “It was a little nerve-wracking at first, but after a couple
of days it didn’t seem that bad. Everyone came together and worked as a team, which
is a real testament to the faith we had in senior management.”
“The Hall experience brought us all closer and solidified the true team spirit,” said
Linda Wilcox, now assistant vice president-data quality management. “As a lowerlevel employee, I certainly didn’t understand what was going on. But I had so much
respect and trust in our senior management that I didn’t think twice about walking
away from my job and joining them.”
“When you consider that really only one or two people stayed, out of the number
of employees there were, there was a very significant degree of trust that had been
built up with the employees throughout the years,” Scott said. And, going forward,
“We never missed a bonus, even though it was very difficult at times.”
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It also revealed B.K.’s loyalty to the team he had assembled. Schoeninger said that
one thing that puzzled him during the Hall situation was, “What was B.K. thinking
all this time? He was the only one who really had something to lose.”
“B.K. gave us signs that we were part of the team, and because of that we felt that
he was doing this as much or maybe more for us than for him,” Scott said. “He really
did stick by us when he could have gone and done something else, maybe cut a deal
with Steinberg and maybe gotten more for himself.”
And the experience continued the coming together of the Dirty Half Dozen and
showed them what they— and their company— were made of.
“I think all of that galvanized the six of us together. We thought: We’re not quitters. We’ll come up with a good plan, and we’ll see our way through this,” Hercules
said. “That really was the beginning of the Dirty Half Dozen.”
“Those are the moments that create the culture,” Scott said. “We’re a Midwest
company, and we have Midwest values. We do what we say, and we work very hard,
and we treat people like we want to be treated. And that comes through in our relationships, not only with our employees but with the outside as well. We do what we
say, and a deal is a deal. That’s always been the mantra.”
Winning the battle with Hall for control of Safety was critical to the company’s
existence, not just at the time, but also going forward. Ilg threw a companywide
party for all employees at his home to celebrate Safety Mutual’s independence from
Frank B. Hall and Saul Steinberg. Safety still celebrates Safety Independence Day
each February.
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Umbrellas and
Rainy Days

“What doesn’t kill us makes us stronger.”
—Friedrich Nietzsche

T

he commercial liability insurance market was booming in the early
1980s. Premiums were low, but interest rates and investment returns
were high, which meant that insurers and reinsurers could make
enough money investing premiums to offset the impact of low rates.
In late 1980, Safety was approached by a reinsurance intermediary
saying it had a lot of brokers that wanted to place umbrella coverage and reinsurers
that wanted to provide the coverage, but there were not enough highly rated insurance companies to issue the policies. The intermediary suggested that Safety Mutual
could issue the policies and then cede, or transfer, virtually all the risk back to reinsurers. On paper this looked like a pretty good deal. By ceding the risk back, Safety
Mutual thought it was protected from excessive losses. Mark Wilhelm, now CEO,
was not in charge of underwriting at the time but voiced his concerns about such an
arrangement. His predecessor was convinced it could work, and Safety fatefully decided to go ahead with the program, with its first policies incepting in June of 1981.
“The umbrella program consisted of managing general agents (MGAs) who had
authority to quote, bind and issue policies,” said Gene Maier, now executive vice president and chief underwriting officer, who replaced the previous umbrella manager at
Safety in late 1984. “If they don’t write business, they don’t make any income. So there
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Safety Mutual’s Underwriting Department, circa 1982. Pictured (from left): Michael
Budde, H.J. “Buz” Pettey, Jr., Mark Wilhelm, JoAnn Murphy and Daniel Walter.
was a tendency to write business.”
Safety’s contracts with the MGAs included specific underwriting instructions.
“But several of them ventured outside that box and probably wrote some accounts
that should have been referred to the Safety underwriters for approval,” Maier said.
On November 13, 1984, when Maier started, policyholder surplus was $16 million; by December 31, 1984, it was $13 million. “So it was not going in the right
direction,” he said.
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Originally, Safety had written coverage with a $10 million limit. One of Maier’s
first jobs was to tell the MGAs that Safety was dropping the limit to $1 million. But
that was not enough.
“By May of 1985, the losses really started rolling in,” Maier said. “I was married
in August of 1985, and by then we were shutting down the umbrella program. I was
asking myself: Should I get married? Do I have a job? What should I do?” He went
ahead with the wedding, but the company’s problems continued.
By 1987, all the umbrella policies had expired. But the efforts to collect from reinsurers and pay claims were far from over. Adding to the problem
was that because premiums were so low, the MGAs had written
more policies to reach the premium cap they were allowed to
write, which meant that there were more accounts for Safety to
review.
“I think my first year, I probably worked every day except for
Christmas,” Maier said.
The reinsurance problems extended far beyond Safety Mutual.
Gene Maier
“We weren’t alone. That business across the industry was underpriced by probably 60 percent or so at the time,” said Duane Hercules, now
Safety president. Aside from the original mistake of writing the business in the first
place, the company did everything right, he said. They had underwriting guidelines,
they did good accounting. “The big thing was that the reinsurance started becoming
uncollectable.”
During the period, reinsurers were swamped by a kind of perfect storm. First,
the high investment returns went away. Interest rates dropped, and other investment
opportunities became less attractive and lucrative. As a result, companies no longer
were able to make up for premium shortfalls by using investment income.
The premium shortfalls were even larger because losses were much larger than
reinsurers expected. Several liability issues—such as asbestos, environmental contamination, IUDs, silicone breast implants and others—became much more expansive and expensive than underwriters had realized when they priced the risks. Tort
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actions drove up the cost of these claims further, and soon insurers and reinsurers
did not have the money they needed to pay the claims. Some went out of business,
and many reinsurers refused to pay the claims.
Among these were reinsurers to which Safety Mutual had ceded the risk on its
umbrella policies. Safety went to arbitration with the reinsurers that were still in
business, but they met with mixed success.
“The reinsurers were supposed to be behind us for the vast bulk of the losses,”
said Terry Schoeninger, who was general counsel and retired in 2009 as chairman
and CEO. “The reinsurers loved it when the money was coming in. But they saw the
losses coming in, which were more than they expected as well.”
When the reinsurers would not pay, Safety was forced to file lawsuits. “We had to
chase them down to get them to pay,” Schoeninger said. “But it was the hassle and
expense of getting the money.”
The reinsurers they worked with had small shares of the ceded reinsurance, and
there were companies large and small. “We were running around all over the world”
talking to reinsurers, said Hercules.
“They were certainly stressful times,” said Bill Eyre, now managing directorbrokerage at JLT Re (North America) Incorporated. “There were some arbitrations
where I was asked to testify as to why treaties were put together. I was loyal to
the organization and the individuals I had been working with (at Safety). I worked
closely with them, with their lawyers, and ultimately they were successful on the
vast majority of those disputes.”
Even when they were not successful, Safety paid the claims. Management believed it was the right and honorable thing to do. Safety eventually lost more than
$100 million on the umbrella program.
But the cost turned out to be even greater than the monetary losses. In 1985,
Safety lost its Best rating because its surplus was so low and its reinsurance recoverables were so high. For many insurers, that would have been the end of the line.
A.M. Best was founded in 1899 and is the premier source of information on the
financial health of insurers and reinsurers. Brokers and their customers look to Best
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for an indication of how financially stable a company is—and therefore, how likely it
is to be able to pay its claims.
Safety had had an A+ rating for many years. But in 1985, Best essentially pulled
Safety’s rating, giving it a rating of NA-6, given to companies that were not assigned
a rating. Many of the brokers that worked with Safety had heard about the problems
with the reinsurance recoverables and were already getting
“Safety played a
nervous. The news about the rating only increased their
real important part reluctance to work with Safety.
Not only that, but Safety’s vice presidents of claims and
in [Gallagher’s]
finance left at the worst possible time to join a competdevelopment
ing startup. (See Chapter Five.) “We were in a really tight
as well as our
bind,” said Wilhelm. “It was a truly rocky time.”
maybe playing an
Loyal long-time supporters such as Arthur J. Gallagher
important part in & Company, Martin Boyer, and Irland & Rogers in the
Chicago area, Underwriters Safety & Claims in Louisville
theirs.”
and R.V. Hamel in Seattle continued to do business with
Safety. The support of Gallagher was especially important because Gallagher was a
major broker in the self-insured space, and at the time it was Safety’s largest broker
client.
Like Safety, Gallagher had a historical commitment to self-insurance. It created
a self-insurance mechanism for Beatrice Foods, one of its major clients, in 1963.
In order to service the self-insurance claims, it created Gallagher Bassett. Then a
few years later, in 1965, Gallagher expanded its self-insurance business with the
Bishop’s Plan for Self-Insurance.
The Bishop’s Plan was developed in response to a horrific fire at Our Lady of the
Angels, a Catholic elementary school in Chicago. The fire, which happened just before Christmas in 1958, killed 95 people, almost all of them children. The Chicago
archdiocese had only $100,000 in liability coverage for the parish; losses ultimately
totaled $3 million.
Gallagher put together a self-insurance program for the archdiocese as a whole
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that offered much greater protection at a significantly lower cost. That program
spread to other dioceses and archdioceses, and ultimately to municipalities and
schools and more.
“We were pioneers in the self-insurance business,” said Bill Jensen, who was a
corporate senior vice president at Arthur J. Gallagher & Company and on the committee that evaluated insurers for working with Gallagher’s clients. “Safety played
a real important part in our development as well as our maybe playing an important
part in theirs.”
Usually Gallagher required the insurers it worked with to have at least an A rating. But when Safety asked for a chance to explain why it had lost its rating and
what it was planning to do to get it back, Jensen was willing to listen.
Part of the reason was the companies’ shared interest in self-insurance—and
therefore in each other. At that time, when self-insurance was still somewhat suspect
in much of the industry, they were sort of odd men out.
Safety was among the only insurers that offered the kind of excess coverage that
Gallagher needed for its self-insurance programs. “Regular property/casualty insurers did not offer that kind of coverage at the time,” Jensen said.
In fact, Gallagher had been instrumental in getting Safety invited to the prestigious National Association of Insurance Agents and Brokers annual meeting at The
Greenbrier resort in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. After several attempts to
get the group to invite Safety, Jensen finally called in the big gun: Gallagher Chairman Bob Gallagher, who convinced them to extend an invitation. Safety became the
first excess carrier to attend the meeting.
After that, “it didn’t take the property and casualty carriers very long to recognize
the fact that excess coverage was there to stay. Many of them started writing the
excess coverage within the next few years,” Jensen said. “So Safety was a pioneer
in bringing it to the regular property and casualty markets.”
In addition, Jensen said that culturally, “there are a lot of similarities” between
Safety and Gallagher. “We all just kind of hit it off.”
But in the end, Jensen said, the business and cultural affinities were not enough.
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Gallagher needed to know that Safety would pay the claims that Gallagher’s customers incurred.
At the time, if a broker wanted to use an insurer without a Best rating, that broker
usually required a disclaimer letter from the buyer saying that they understood that
and accepted it. “That was obviously a tough sell,” Hercules said.
Safety people, led by Hercules, met several times with Gallagher people, including now-Chairman, President and CEO Pat Gallagher. They explained that they had
withdrawn from the umbrella business and what they were doing to get the money
they were owed from the reinsurers. They detailed their plan for digging themselves
out of the hole the umbrella business had put them in. And periodically they reported to Gallagher on the progress they were making.
In the end, Gallagher decided to continue using Safety and not to require a disclaimer letter. Jensen said that they knew and trusted the people at Safety and believed they would do what they said they would do. Gallagher did present clients
with a bid from a higher-rated insurer as well as the Safety bid, but most clients took
the Safety bid, Jensen said.
“We decided to trade with them,” said Pat Gallagher, explaining that they trusted
the people at Safety and believed that their financial difficulties were not systemic;
instead, they were related to the umbrella coverage, which they were no longer writing.
And Safety Mutual was true to its word. It showed the financial discipline needed,
and within two years, reinsurance recoverables had dropped from $100 million to
$30 million—the result of collecting, writing off and commuting the amounts.
At the same time, the market overall was hardening, driving up both premiums
and retentions. By 1986, Safety wrote $49 million in excess workers compensation
premiums, up from $21 million in 1984. By May 1987, Safety had a B+ rating from
Best. The rating continued to improve, and it is A+ today.
Safety took away some lessons from its brush with disaster. First, management
decided to stick to business they understood—the umbrella business had been unlike anything they had done previously—and to maintain underwriting control of
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An ad features umbrellas to promote the ill-fated coverage that Safety offered in the 1980s.

their business.
“I think we became more conservative in the type of business that we wanted to
write,” Maier said. “Anything that we did—any new product that we came out with
and any decision that we made—we discussed long and hard before we took those
steps. I think it made us contemplate the potential negative results that could happen
with any decision that we made.
“We also decided that we would never delegate our underwriting authority to
anyone again. We held that very dear to us. We hired underwriters with a lot of experience, and we trained them. New underwriters always had individuals available
who could mentor them,” he said.
The experience also reinforced something that already had become part of the
culture of Safety: the value of relationships.
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First, of course, was the relationship with the people at the firms that continued
to do business with Safety.
“Gallagher really stepped up and backed us when we needed them. We found out
who our friends were,” Hercules said.
Wilhelm added, “If Gallagher, Martin Boyer, Irland & Rogers, R.V. Hamel and
Underwriters Safety & Claims had not continued to support us, I don’t know where
we would have ended up.”
“My mentors at
There were also relationships within Safety that were
Safety National
strengthened and developed during this period. Employees remained loyal to the company, despite its problems,
taught me that
because the company had always been loyal to them. They
knowledge and
believed in their company and were proud of its integrity
experience come
and resilience.
from successes as
“My mentors at Safety National taught me that knowlwell as overcoming edge and experience come from successes as well as overcoming adversity,” said Gordon Hansen, now vice presadversity.”
ident-runoff operations. “We here can be proud that as a
relatively small insurance company, we have always lived up to our obligations and
expectations. We have the opportunity to use this as an example to present as well
to future policyholders.”
“We've always been a relationship- driven company, and those relationships we had
at the time were a big part of getting past that bump” of the umbrella policy and Best
rating, said Mark Stroyeck, vice president of workers’ compensation-associations.
“Everyone wanted Safety to succeed and did everything they could to see that happen.”
Still, it was a frightening time for employees as their company pulled back from
the brink. John Paino, now vice president-financial analysis, joined Safety in 1985.
“If I had any inkling of the storms that were looming ahead—the insurance liability crisis, umbrella claims, arbitration hearings and Frank B. Hall right around the
corner—I might have made a run for it. But then, without those dark days I would
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have missed out on an interesting and wonderful ride of success back to the top.”
The crisis also brought the leadership team at Safety even closer together.
“I did see the group bonding together, working together closely,” said Eyre.
“Through adversity you end up getting stronger. And that was the case with everyone at Safety.”
“It ultimately was about relationships, teamwork and loyalty,” Hercules said.
“The group that took over was dealing with a potentially fatal situation, and in less
than a decade, they had turned it completely around.
“We came up with a plan, and we worked very hard to achieve it. We all respected
each other and trusted each other. We had a lot of fun together, too,” he said.
“It was one of those unimaginable times when your adrenaline is flowing, but at
the same time you are scared to death,” said Wilhelm.
“But we all saw a great opportunity. We all thought that despite all the travails, this
company had a great future,” he said. “We put our egos aside and worked together,
and we ended up reaping the rewards.”
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Challenges and
Opportunities

“Growth is never by mere chance; it is the result
of forces working together.”
—J.C. Penney

I

n 1986, as the umbrella claims were coming in and the battle with Frank B.
Hall was looming, Safety Mutual faced challenges on two other fronts. The
responses to these challenges significantly advanced the process of transforming Safety from a small, regional company to a major player in the industry.
First, the company got its first real competitor: Midwest Employers Casualty
Company. Like Safety, Midwest Employers was a St. Louis company. In fact, some
Safety employees were instrumental in starting the new company.
Tom Perkins was an acquaintance of B.K. Werner’s and had come to work at Safety Mutual as a marketing representative. Perkins’ wife was the sister of Bill DeWitt,
Jr., whose father had a long and storied baseball career with the St. Louis Browns and
the Cardinals, among others, and who ultimately was an owner and general manager
of the Cincinnati Reds.
The DeWitt family and its business partners also had interests outside baseball.
They liked to do business deals, to start or buy companies and then sell them for a
profit. Perkins came to B.K. and told him that the DeWitt group was interested in
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starting an insurance company that did what Safety Mutual did, and that he wanted
B.K. to manage the new company along with Safety Mutual. The group included Bill
DeWitt, Jr, who is currently the chairman and chief executive officer of the St. Louis
Cardinals, and Robert Castellini, who is chairman and CEO of the Cincinnati Reds.
B.K. told the rest of his management team about the DeWitt group’s offer, and
they discussed it. But in the end, they realized that there was no way they could run
what in essence would be two competing companies. The temptation would be too great to keep the good business for Safety
Mutual and pass off the marginal business to the startup company.
“We just did not see how you could do it without having a conflict of interest,” said Terry Schoeninger.
The DeWitt group decided to start the business anyway, and
they managed to convince some Safety Mutual people to leave
Safety and join the new startup in 1986. These included Safety’s
Jerry Scott
top accounting person, the No. 2 underwriter and the top claims
person, all of whom left over the course of about a year.
Safety quickly got its remaining key employees to sign non-compete agreements,
and the defections stopped. Although Safety was stung by the losses that did occur,
in the end losing those people cleared the way for the elevation of
Jerry Scott and Duane Hercules and solidified the company leadership known as the Dirty Half Dozen.
For years the competition was personal and heated. Safety’s former employees at Midwest told clients and prospects that Safety
was about to go bankrupt as a result of the umbrella claims. Safety,
for its part, reminded clients and prospects that Midwest was a
startup company, with nowhere near the experience or longevity
Duane Hercules
in the market that Safety had.
“It was a battle that in the beginning was about the survival of both companies,”
said Mark Wilhelm, now chief executive officer.
But ultimately, Safety Mutual was able to capitalize on its most important assets:
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Mark Wihelm (seated) with Steve Link (left) and Buz Pettey. Pettey and Link would leave Safety
Mutual and go on to help form competitor Midwest Employers Casualty Company.

relationships and trust.
“Insurance is really a promise to pay claims in the future,” Hercules explained.
“We said that we were going to be around when a customer had a claim.” They also
noted that the company was paying all the umbrella claims, even if it had to pay
some of those claims essentially out of its own pocket.
Eventually things calmed down. Dealing with Midwest became “pretty much
business as usual,” said Mark Stroyeck, who was hired in 1985 as an underwriter
and is now vice president of workers’ compensation-associations.
“We were not a price-driven company. We wanted good business at our price, and
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that’s what we tried to do,” Stroyeck said. “We just kept doing what we do.”
Although Safety remained the dominant excess workers’ compensation insurer,
both companies continued to do business in the space. Midwest Employers was sold
in late 1995 to W.R. Berkley Corporation, which still operates it.
Safety faced another challenge in 1986 that changed its very business model.
Up until that point, Safety Mutual had retained a proportionally small amount of
the risk for the policies it wrote. Instead, it had ceded much of the risk to American
Reinsurance. But in 1986, American Re was under new leadership, and its appetite
for Safety’s excess workers’ compensation business was changing.
About 90 days before the agreement between American Re and Safety was due to
expire, American Re gave Safety notice that it was not going to renew.
American Re’s message was, “It’s either this way or we’re done with you. And
we’d probably rather be done with you,” Scott said. Safety was surprised by the
announcement, and especially by the timing. The company’s management, already
embroiled in other tumultuous matters, was going to have to act fairly quickly to
decide how to replace American Re and then to put that replacement plan in place.
They started by examining what the relationship with American Re had meant.
Because Safety ceded much of the risk to American Re, the company also gave up
a lot of the premiums. Management began to consider whether there was a way to
keep more of the premiums by keeping more of the risk.
One of the advantages that insurers in general and excess insurers in particular
have is that a company collects premiums when the coverage is written, but it might
not have to pay out for claims for many years. This creates the opportunity for the
insurer to invest those premiums to create income for itself. Safety’s managers began to consider the possibilities that might be presented by having more of those
premiums to invest.
Up to this point, “We didn’t take a lot of risk. We took our fees and share of the
premiums, but the reinsurers—namely American Re—were taking a large share of
the risk,” Schoeninger said. “When we saw the opportunity to commute that treaty
and retain the reinsurance premium dollars that we had been sending to American
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These charts show the impact of Safety’s decision to take on more insurance risk after commuting
its relationship with American Reinsurance Company.
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Re for a decade or more, Harry Ilg jumped on that, saying it represented a great opportunity for Safety because we knew the business.”
After Safety replaced American Re with other reinsurers, it entered into negotiations with American Re that ultimately resulted in commuting the previous treaties
between Safety and American Re completely. As they began negotiations, Safety’s
management decided they wanted the talks to be amicable; they were not looking
for a fight, Hercules said. However, they wanted to be sure they got the best possible
deal. Interestingly, Ilg and Wilhelm were negotiating with Paul Inderbitzen and Ed
Noonan from American Re, who were early in their soon-to-be illustrious careers.
Both ultimately took turns running American Re, and Ed Noonan today is the highly
respected leader of Validus.
Safety estimated that its exposure on the policies American Re had taken on could
be as high as $60 million to $70 million, including IBNR (incurred but not reported)
losses. The two parties agreed that American Re would pay Safety a one-time payment of $50 million, and Safety would assume responsibility for paying the claims.
And with that, the relationship with American Re was over.
“It turned out to be a good transaction,” Hercules said. “And it was another of
those transactions that set us on our way.”
“Because of the umbrella debacle we had a disproportionate amount of reinsurance recoverables and very little cash,” Wilhelm said. “This transaction provided a
bunch of cash to even out the balance sheet.”
Safety did not assume all the risk on its policies going forward. It negotiated with
other reinsurers to replace some of the risk capacity that American Re had provided.
But Safety assumed much more of the risk than it had under the agreement with
American Re. And over time, it continued to assume more and more risk.
“The reinsurance structures that we struck after (American Re) were much more
weighted toward us than they had been in the past. As decades went on, we took
more and more and more of the risk.” Schoeninger said. “That moment when we
commuted that American Re treaty and began to take more and more loss exposure
caused us to create the business model that made us so successful.”
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Because the company was now responsible for a much more significant portion of
any losses, its management took a hard look at ways to control or limit those losses.
For example, also in 1986, Safety began to raise the attachment points on its policies—the point at which excess coverage begins to kick in to pay claims. In other
words, customers had to assume more of the risk. This was especially difficult with
no Best rating and a new competitor, but it helped to add more stability and predictability to Safety’s business and gained Safety a reputation as
“That moment
an “underwriting” company.
The new structure and the painful lessons being learned
when we
from the umbrella program also created a more urgent
commuted that
sense of discipline that spread throughout the company,
American Re treaty
from management on down in all departments. It is not
and began to take that Safety had been an undisciplined company before.
more and more loss But because the money on the line was increasingly Safety’s and there was increased scrutiny from Best, from auexposure caused
ditors and from state regulators, everyone felt an increased
us to create the
need to focus.
business model
Certainly Safety’s people always had taken their jobs
that made us so
and responsibilities seriously. But under this new apsuccessful.”
proach, those jobs and responsibilities had changed in
some very fundamental ways. For example, underwriters
needed to document and institutionalize underwriting standards, and claims people
needed to develop a claims-handling approach that reflected the increased exposure.
Management continually reminded employees about the importance of this
change, and about the opportunities that it offered both to the company and to employees personally. As management saw the impact of the change, “we all became
much more responsible for our areas of interest in the company,” Schoeninger said.
“It hit us very strongly, and we tried to convey that to other people.”
Employees were encouraged to share that sense of responsibility, and that became
part of what was expected of people who were going to move up in the company. “I
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used to tell people that if you wanted to succeed at Safety, you had to own your job—
not just do your job, you had to own it,” Schoeninger said.
Safety developed or bought increased technology to help in the underwriting,
claims and finance processes. Some of these advances probably would have happened anyway, because changes in technology were moving so quickly and prices
were becoming much more affordable during this period. But the change in the
Safety business model made it especially critical for the company to become more
sophisticated in its processes.
However, the goal of the increased focus was not just to limit losses. It was to
increase the amount of money available for investing. As a result of passing along
much less of the premium money it collected—and of controlling losses and expenses—Safety had considerable premium income to invest. Investing had always been
a particular interest of B.K. Werner, and the new structure along with the growth
in premiums created a much larger pool of investment capital. Investing became a
significant income-generating vehicle for Safety.
The business model that evolved at Safety after its break from American Re is the
same basic business model that is in place today—which Schoeninger described as
“to underwrite business profitably and accumulate investable assets.
“That was the really important thing, because investment income drove the
wealth and the earnings of the company,” he said.
This not only made Safety a more powerful and successful insurance company.
This, and the demutualization that followed soon after, made Safety a very attractive
merger partner, first for Delphi Financial Group and later for Tokio Marine Holdings.
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Demutualization

“The only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not
taking risks.”
—Mark Zuckerberg

W

hen Safety Mutual’s founders decided to create their new
company in 1942 as a mutual company rather than a stock
company, it was for a very practical reason. Insurers Service
Corporation (ISC) was a St. Louis broker and third-party
claims administrator that placed mostly commercial accounts. Many of ISC’s self-insured workers’ compensation customers needed access
to the kind of excess insurance that was available mainly through Lloyd’s of London.
However, as the Third Reich marched across Europe and began attacks on London,
the management of ISC decided that they needed a fall-back plan. They founded an
insurance company that could write excess work comp insurance if something happened to Lloyd’s. They formed the company as a mutual rather than a stock company
because at the time it took $25,000 in capital to form a mutual insurer, but $50,000
to form a stock company. Since it was not even clear that the company would ever be
needed, the founders opted for the less expensive option.
As it turned out, Lloyd’s was preserved, and Safety Mutual remained a small local insurer. But as it grew, the company and its managers became increasingly con-
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S.I.G. Holdings, Inc. was created to facilitate the demutualization of Safety Mutual and the
creation of Safety National Casualty Corporation.

stricted by the mutual format.
Terry Schoeninger started at Safety in 1979. Shortly thereafter, Harry Ilg sent him
to a reinsurance conference in Chicago covering demutualization. Schoeninger said
that when he asked Ilg why he wanted someone to attend the conference, Ilg said that
Safety might want to take the step someday. So Schoeninger went to the meeting and
reported back.
In the decade of the 1980s, Safety faced a variety of challenges. The fallout from
the umbrella business, the loss of the Best rating, the battle with Frank B. Hall, the
rise of a serious competitor and the end of Safety’s relationship with American Reinsurance all provided plenty for management and employees to deal with.
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But as the dust settled and 1990 began, the issue of demutualization was revisited.
The company had gotten its Best rating back to B+ and was growing, and it was
committed to even greater growth. To achieve that goal and to get back to an A Best
rating, it needed to be able to raise capital to increase its surplus.
Stock companies can raise capital much more easily and quickly than mutual
companies, either by selling shares of stock in the company or by using their stock
as collateral for indebtedness. But because a mutual company has no stock, it has
very limited options for raising capital. Essentially, it has to take out a surplus note,
which works like a regular loan except that payments must be approved by the state
insurance commissioner.
In addition, Schoeninger said, some potential customers and business associates thought of mutual insurers as being more old-fashioned, less dynamic, more
regional and less prestigious than stock companies. That could be especially true
when dealing with reinsurers or regulators, he said. And it could be an impediment
to Safety getting admitted in some states.
Finally, with a mutual company there was really no way for management or employees to benefit from their commitment to the company. While they were paid for
their work, they could not build up equity as a result of their service. After the battle
with Hall in which Safety’s management had put their careers on the line, they were
acutely aware that they had no real ownership in the company.
“It became a mission after we got away from Frank B. Hall to demutualize the
company,” Schoeninger said.
“I remember it was my job to contact our 30 largest producers, which probably
represented 80 percent of our policyholders, and inform them why we were contemplating demutualization,” said Mark Wilhelm, now Safety CEO. “There was
overwhelming support once they understood why we needed to do it. Getting an A
Best rating was becoming increasingly important, and we needed more capital to
get there.”
The first issue, though, was that the state of Missouri did not have a protocol
for a company to demutualize and become a stock company. Some states did have
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statutes explaining how the policyholders, who are the ultimate owners of a mutual
company, were to be compensated for their ownership stakes. When they realized
that Missouri did not, Safety management went to talk to the insurance commissioner.
“The insurance commissioner gave us some parameters for what the Missouri
Insurance Department thought would be a fair transaction,” Schoeninger said.
Steve Divine, who is now senior vice president-finance and treasurer at Safety,
was working for the Missouri Insurance Department at the time of the demutualization. “As a regulator of Safety, I was exposed to the company a number of times. I
reviewed materials related to Safety’s demutualization back in 1990-1991,” he said.
“It was an enlightening experience for me to be involved in a demutualization.
There was not a lot of regulatory structure around this type of transaction at the
time.”
Actually, it was an enlightening experience for everyone involved.
Management started by calculating the value of the company. Then they determined how stock in the demutualized company would be distributed to the various
parties involved with the mutual in accordance with the guidance given by the Missouri insurance commissioner and Safety Mutual’s outside board members and their
financial advisor. They also estimated the additional surplus needed by the company
to support its projected growth and hopefully to increase the company’s ratings.
According to Duane Hercules, now Safety president, it ultimately was decided the
demutualization would be comprised of a stock distribution and surplus infusion as
follows:
• Policyholders of record at the time of the demutualization would receive $1 preferred stock that paid a 5.3 percent annual dividend in-kind along with warrants
to buy Class A common shares at an exercise price of $1 per share. The distribution of shares to policyholders would be based on the in-force premiums of each
policyholder.
• There also would be shares of Class B common stock. Those shares would be purchased by the management team of B.K. Werner, Ilg, Schoeninger, Wilhelm, Jerry
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Scott and Hercules, nicknamed by B.K. as the Dirty Half Dozen, personally guaranteeing a portion of the $25 million holding company loan, which would be contributed into the surplus of the insurance company immediately upon completion
of the demutualization.
• Finally, 6 million shares of Class C stock would be issued to employees as stock
options exercisable at 2 cents per share. Only employees would be eligible for
these shares.
A holding company, S.I.G. Holdings, Inc., was set up by the management team to
facilitate the consummation of the conversion and serve as a parent holding company for the insurance company. The holding company provided the structure needed
to issue the various classes of stock and to facilitate the $25 million loan that would
be contributed into the surplus of the demutualized insurance company, which was
to be named Safety National Casualty Corporation.
All the management team put their own money into the holding company along
with personally guaranteeing a portion of the holding company loan. Especially for
the younger members of the team, it was a major leap of faith.
“I had recently gotten married and had bought a house, and the money I put in
pretty much wiped out my savings,” Hercules said. “But we respected each other’s
abilities and thought that together we could make it work.”
They also trusted B.K. “B.K. had a knack of success, meaning that things that B.K.
was involved in generally paid off for him,” Scott said. “It became a situation where
we certainly trusted the success that B.K. had had in the past, and it wasn’t hard to
trust his ideas.”
Wilhelm agreed that putting up the money for demutualization was a major risk.
But management felt that they had been through the fires together, and they believed
strongly in each other.
“It was another chance we took, but it was also a reward for getting through the
Hall and umbrella trials and tribulations,” he said. They were loyal to B.K. and to
each other, and they realized the opportunities they saw.
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Safety executives (seated from left) B.K. Werner and Harry Ilg, and (standing from left) Duane
Hercules, Mark Wilhelm and Jerry Scott.

They had come to believe in themselves and their company as they endured and
prevailed in the battle with Hall, the umbrella problems and regaining their Best
rating. They knew they had the right people in place to take the company forward.
“We were extremely blessed,” Wilhelm said. “The umbrella debacle and the Hall
debacle are what bound us together.”
At this point in the process, Safety was working with a local bank and a local law
firm. The law firm advised the company it did not need a fairness opinion, which
usually is issued by an investment bank. So Safety moved ahead with the plans, including scheduling a public hearing at the Missouri Insurance Department.
Then, about six weeks from the hearing date, the law firm changed its mind and
decided that the company did need a fairness opinion since the Missouri Insurance
Department would review the proposed transaction but would not be attesting to its
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fairness. Around the same time, the local bankers determined they did not have the
necessary insurance expertise needed for this transaction and decided the bank no
longer wanted to finance the loan. Safety’s management had to reassess the process
quickly.
Safety contacted Commerce Bank, with which the company had a commercial
banking relationship. Hercules talked with the banking relationship people at Commerce, who agreed that they had a high opinion of B.K. and the rest of the management group. However, they said, they did not know very much about insurance. So
they put Safety in touch with Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. and said that if Chase
agreed to participate in the loan, Commerce would participate as well.
“Within two to three weeks, we had a deal,” Hercules said.
At the same time, management decided to leave the local law firm and work instead with Lord Bissell & Brook, a Chicago firm. Their attorney at Lord Bissell was
Nick DiGiovanni, who had worked with them on numerous umbrella negotiations
and arbitrations.
“He was a fighter, and he had won arbitrations or gotten us favorable settlements.
So we called him and said, ‘Hey, here’s the situation,’” Hercules said.
DiGiovanni agreed they needed a fairness opinion. Safety Mutual’s board of directors formed a special committee comprised of independent directors—A. Wimmer
Carr, David Wilson and Tom Taylor—to review the fairness of the proposal to the
eligible policyholders from a financial point of view. The special committee hired
separate legal counsel, and it hired Kemper Securities to assist them in their financial
review and to issue an opinion regarding the fairness of the plan of demutualization
to the eligible policyholders.
Following the required approvals and votes, Safety completed the demutualization in late 1991. Safety Mutual Casualty Corporation became Safety National Casualty Corporation. The entire process had taken about two years.
“It’s a credit to everyone who worked on that for getting it done,” Scott said.
One thing that facilitated the demutualization was the fact that policyholders
raised very few objections. Most of Safety’s policyholders were larger companies
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As the company was being demutualized, Safety moved into a building on Clayton Road. The
offices, which were newly built, provided the new stock company with a fresh start.

rather than small, mom-and-pop operations. The larger companies understood the
reason for Safety’s decision, and their main concern was that Safety remain a strong
and viable company that could continue to meet their insurance needs. Primarily as
a result of the surplus contribution related to the demutualization, the company’s
statutory surplus increased 83 percent from $40 million in 1990 to $73 million by
year-end 1991. To that end, with the increased capital, AM Best awarded an A- rating to Safety National in 1992.
The policyholders received stock in the deal, but there really wasn’t a liquid market for them to sell the stock if they wanted to—which most did. They were interested in Safety as an insurer, not as an investment opportunity.
Because no real market for the stock existed, Safety created one. From time to
time the company held “Dutch auctions,” in which they announced to policyholder/
stock owners that the company was making a certain amount of money available to
buy back their shares at a price agreed to with the policyholders. When that amount
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of money was gone, policyholders would not be able to sell their shares back to
Safety until the next Dutch auction.
Ultimately, the company bought back most of the shares that had been owned by
policyholders. “But some shareholders— quite a few, actually— never did participate in the Dutch auctions,” Schoeninger said. “When we finally sold to Delphi in
1996, they were still policyholder shareholders, and they received proceeds from the
transaction with Delphi.”
“We felt like we had acted with integrity toward our policyholders and our employees in this transaction, and it was truly a win-win for all involved,” said Wilhelm.
Every employee also received stock in the demutualization,
and many of those made a lot of money when the company was
sold to Delphi and later to Tokio Marine. That was the management team’s idea—to share the company with its employees.
“We felt we owed it to the people who had been loyal to us”
through the Hall battle and the difficulties of the late 1980s, Scott
John Csik
said. “We felt an obligation to take the employees with us to the
extent we could. And when you have success stories of assistants coming out with
hundreds of thousands of dollars because of their participation in the demutualization, that’s a pretty powerful story.”
Employees also recognized the power of the story— starting with the fact that
management was under no obligation to share the stock of the newly reconfigured
company.
“When they set up the holding company and demutualized, they set aside 10 percent of the company for all the employees. They made us shareholders,” said John
Csik, now executive vice president and chief financial officer. “And it was out of the
goodness of their heart. They could have said, ‘We put up the money.’”
“The Dirty Half Dozen could have taken the money and run. But they took care
of the people, and everybody was very grateful for that,” agreed Gene Maier, who
is now executive vice president and chief underwriting officer. “They really didn’t
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have to do that, and I’ve seen too many deals where the executives didn’t include
all the employees.”
But the fact that management chose to include employees was an example of
them putting their money where their mouth was. It is one thing to talk about how
you treat employees like family; it is quite another to actually do it.
“The stock options made me feel like management truly appreciated us and all of
our hard work,” said Linda Wilcox, who is now assistant vice president-data quality
management. “Friends outside of the company told me that I was confused, and I
didn’t understand because that was not how these things work. It felt great that I did
understand, and they really were taking care of everyone on the team.”
Jeanne Snyder, who joined the company in 1988 and retired in 2014 as vice president-human resources, said that receiving the stock options made her feel “valued.
And once I totally understood the plan, I was amazed at the generosity.”
“In my eyes, that was huge,” Maier said. “And part of it was that we were like a
family. People ask me why I have stuck around Safety for all these years, and it’s
because to me they created a culture and a family environment. They respected me,
they made me feel like what I had to offer was worthwhile, and they made it pleasant
for me to come into work every day.”
When the demutualization was complete, the company once again looked to the
future. Safety had recently moved from University Club Tower to an office around
the corner on Clayton Road. The Clayton Road building was being built when they
decided to move, so they had input into how their offices would be designed, providing a major upgrade from the decorating hodgepodge that had been University
Club Tower.
Being a stock company required several changes in areas such as financial reporting. And it also meant that they had to focus even more on creating value in the
business. That was the original point of demutualization— to give them the ability
to increase the value of the company.
Management was confident that they could handle the task, however. Their plan
was to keep doing what they had been doing.
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“Our reputation was to do business fairly, and the people we worked with knew
that,” Scott said.
That basic commitment to treating people fairly and doing what they said they
would do continued to be the mantra of the company, even though its structure was
different. It would lead them into the next step.
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Joining Forces
with Delphi

“Start out with an ideal and end up with a deal.”
—Karl Albrecht

T

he demutualization worked as Safety National’s management had
planned. The company continued to grow, and by the end of 1994, the
surplus was about $120 million and increasing. But the company once
again began to be constrained by its structure.
Moving to a stock company from a mutual company had created
the ability for Safety to raise capital, and that in turn helped to increase the ratings,
stability, capabilities and value of the company. However, because the company was
privately held, there was no real way for the people who owned the stock to sell it
and to realize that value personally.
“By 1994−95, management and employees owned approximately 90 percent of
the company,” said Duane Hercules, Safety president. “It was a privately held company that obviously had value, but it was illiquid.”
This posed a particular problem for B.K. Werner, the company’s chairman and
largest shareholder, who by this time was semi-retired and thinking about his estate
plan. B.K. knew that if he died, the value of his Safety stock would be a significant
part of his estate. But because that stock was not really liquid, it would be difficult
to raise the money needed to pay the estate tax.
The younger members of the Dirty Half Dozen were not as concerned about es-
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tate planning. But they understood B.K.’s concerns, and they wanted to ease his situation. Plus, they realized that while they were not quite yet to the point of planning
for their heirs, they also would benefit, both short-term and longer-term, by having
a more-liquid investment.
“First and foremost, the plan was to give B.K. some liquidity in an illiquid stock
for estate-planning purposes,” said Jerry Scott. “But certainly it was a benefit to all
of us, because we were all participants in that stock, as were employees who were
there during the demutualization. It really gave us an opportunity to take something
that was illiquid and make it more liquid.”
They considered a couple of options. The first was simply to leverage up the
company with debt and use the cash for shareholder liquidity. But, Hercules said,
they decided that was not a good way to run an insurance company. After all, they
had demutualized in part to make more money available to grow the company, so it
did not seem sensible to take that money out.
They also considered taking the company public, so that its shares would be
traded on a public stock exchange such as the NASDAQ or the New York Stock
Exchange. However, Safety was not really a large enough company to make that a
feasible plan.
So they decided to consider a sale or merger of the company. They interviewed
a number of investment banking firms and finally decided to use Goldman Sachs to
help find a partner and arrange a possible sale.
The first step was to get the company’s financials ready to be scrutinized by a
potential acquisition partner, said Terry Schoeninger. There were no serious problems, but the company wanted to trim some miscellaneous expenses and tighten its
accounting so that it would be more attractive to potential partners.
While that was happening, the management team compiled a list of what they
were looking for in a partner. Their first concern was not monetary, but cultural.
They had built a solidly Midwestern company that treated its employees, its customers and its business associates with integrity and that emphasized relationships and
service. They wanted to ensure that the company retained those qualities.
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“Ideally, we were looking for someone that would want to keep the employees
and continue the operations, would respect the culture and continue to run the company out of St. Louis,” Hercules said.
The loyalty that management had shown to employees in the Hall dispute and in
the demutualization continued to be a guiding principle as Safety prepared to take
the next step. In fact, the Dirty Half Dozen understood that they might have to step
aside in order to ensure that employees would be protected.
“Goldman was honest and told us that the average life of a management team
after an acquisition was three years,” Hercules said. “Our big thing was to make sure
the employees would be taken care of. It was very important to us to make sure that
the company would continue and be based in St. Louis. We wanted to continue to
run it, but that was not our major concern.”
Once they were ready for Goldman Sachs to actively begin presenting Safety to
potential partners, the market seemed for the most part positive.
“At that time the insurance market was pretty frothy. Companies were buying
companies right and left, and at the same time other insurers were going out of business,” said Schoeninger. In addition, the stock market was strong, and companies
had money to invest. “There was a lot of money out there in the marketplace to do
deals,” he said.
Safety was attractive because it was an established company in the alternative
market, which was very hot at the time. On the other hand, Safety had one major
product line—excess workers’ compensation insurance—which made it sort of a
specialty offering.
There were several suitors, including one company that offered an all-cash deal.
But that was not really what Safety management was looking for.
“It was attractive in that it was all cash,” Hercules said. “But it also was unattractive in that it was all cash, because we thought Safety’s best days were ahead of
it.” Ideally the management team wanted stock to be part of the offer, because they
believed that Safety would continue to grow and therefore the value of the stock
would increase.
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Finally a top contender emerged in Delphi Financial Group. Ironically, Delphi’s
main interest in Safety was the same as Hall’s had been a decade earlier: to be able
to invest the premium income that Safety collected.
“(Delphi CEO Robert) Rosenkranz was an investment man who had made his
fortune during the ’80s leveraged buyout days. He couldn’t wait to get those assets
and invest them—not aggressively, but moderately, which would be more aggressive than we had been,” Schoeninger said.
Despite that similarity, though, there were significant differences between Hall and Delphi. First, Hall had thought it was
acquiring an insurance company and therefore acquiring the premium dollars to invest. However, it actually was acquiring a management company, which had no premium dollars. Delphi, on the
other hand, would be acquiring an insurance company.
In addition, Hall’s future had been tied up in the future of ReliRobert
ance Insurance Group, led by Saul Steinberg, and that relationRosenkranz
ship turned out to be less than positive for Hall and most of the
insurance-related companies Steinberg’s Reliance entities touched. Delphi, on the
other hand, was a well-run company that understood what it was trying to accomplish.
“Overall, at Delphi they were investment and mergers and acquisitions people.
They were very good at investing. We had a nice portfolio that they could take over
the investing,” Hercules said.
Also, “All the younger guys were participating in this sale,” Schoeninger said.
“The Hall sale was just B.K. and his brother. So we had a highly vested interest in
this transaction.” And they liked what they saw in Delphi.
Delphi management also liked what they saw, starting with the company itself.
“We owned Reliance Standard Life, and Safety looked very, very similar. In fact,
in a lot of ways I liked Safety’s business model better,” Rosenkranz said. Because
Safety was an excess insurer, it held onto premiums for an exceptionally long time,
which fit with Delphi’s expertise in investing.
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Robert Rosenkranz rings the closing bell on October 31, 1996 to celebrate Delphi Financial
Group’s listing on the New York Stock Exchange. Pictured are B.K. Werner (second from left)
and his son, Brad (third from left).

He also liked the management team.
At the time of the merger, “the company was pretty much owned by its management, and that’s always a risk for an acquiring company,” Rosenkranz said, explaining that there could be problems if the management decided to leave or did not
continue to work hard once they got their money.
“But the flip side of that was that I really thought these guys had a great corporate
culture. They were a very cohesive group,” he said. “I was confident in letting them
run their business. I felt like it was my job to align business interests properly and
get out of the way.”
That was exactly what the Safety management team had been hoping to hear. Al-
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though they understood the risk that they might not be kept on after a deal was made
and they focused instead on protecting the employees, they had put their hearts and
souls into Safety, and they did not want to leave.
There were other things that Safety’s management liked about the deal. First, it
was about 50 percent cash and 50 percent stock. The cash provided some protection
for Safety against the downside risk that the Delphi stock would not perform as well
as expected. But the stock meant that if Safety and Delphi together grew their business and therefore grew their stock price—which Safety expected to happen— there
was a great deal of upside potential. In addition, there were also earnout targets that
could yield Safety additional money if they met the targets.
And Safety would be a significant part of Delphi’s total holdings, which meant
that it could have a real impact on the success of the overall company and therefore
on its own success. In other words, it would have a great deal of influence over its
own future.
An agreement was reached at the end of 1995 and closed early in 1996. Ultimately, the deal turned out as everyone had hoped. But there was a bit of a bumpy start.
Shortly after the Safety acquisition, the insurance market, which has always been
notoriously cyclical, hit a soft cycle in which premiums fell. In 1995, Safety had
written about $78 million in premiums. That dropped to $69 million in 1996 and
$71 million in 1997. “But we still exceeded all our earnout targets,” Hercules said.
Then the market got hard again, and premiums increased substantially. Safety,
which had written $69 million in premiums in 1996, wrote $340 million a decade
later, in 2006.
Perhaps more importantly, the relationship between Safety and Delphi continued
to grow.
First, Safety provided Delphi with additional size and diversification. Delphi already owned a group life and disability insurer, Reliance Standard Life Insurance
Company. But, since Safety was a property/casualty insurer, the two companies
did not cannibalize each other. Plus, while the insurance market overall is cyclical,
property/casualty markets and life markets often are in opposing cycles. So when
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Views of Delphi’s offices in New York City.

one company was experiencing a soft market, the other often was in a more profitable cycle.
Most important, though, the respect that each side had for the other continued
to grow. Safety management was impressed by Rosenkranz’s calm, analytical approach. “I remember when Harry (Ilg) and I gave him bad news about increasing
the umbrella reserves and another time when we told him about the hurricane losses
in 2005,” Schoeninger said. “He was always very matter of fact. His response was:
Let’s deal with it.
“He also had great business acumen,” Schoeninger said. “A stock analyst who
followed our quarterly conference calls once said that of all the insurance CEOs
who led the calls, Robert Rosenkranz was the one who knew his business the best.”
For his part, Rosenkranz was impressed by the business abilities of the Safety
team.
“The insurance business is a very difficult business. It’s one of the only businesses where you set your price today and you don’t find out what it’s going to cost
you to deliver on your promise for three years or more,” he said. “There are a lot of
ways in which companies can fail. They’ve avoided the pitfalls.”
He acknowledged that Safety benefited from the fact that the company always
had been a leader in its industry sector and that it had grown to be the dominant insurer in excess workers’ comp. But, Rosenkranz said, it was more than market share
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that was responsible for Safety’s success.
“It goes to the discipline of pricing that allows the business to shrink when you’re
not getting a fair price for what you’re doing” rather than writing business that is
underpriced, Rosenkranz said. “That takes a lot of discipline, and these guys had
that kind of discipline.”
It also came down to culture. The Safety culture attracted Delphi from the beginning, and it made management determined to retain Safety management in the deal.
“A lot of acquirers come in with changes that they want to make,” Rosenkranz
said. “That’s not our style. And I think that’s also a reflection of
our respect for their corporate culture.”
He found the Safety people easy to work with and on the same
page as Delphi management. When Delphi and Safety management had discussions about the strategic direction of the company, “they always approached those in the most open-minded
way. They wanted to make the business better,” he said.
“They were superb. Whatever they decided they were going to
Donald Sherman do, they just executed it so well.”
Donald Sherman, president and chief operating officer of Delphi, said, “What
distinguishes Safety National is the depth and quality of the organizational culture
that marries challenge and cooperation with integrity. All Safety team members exhibit the cooperation to be sure the entire team hits the collective goals while each
of them strives to achieve their individual best, all the while behaving to the highest
standard of honesty and professionalism.
“I have never encountered a company with a stronger, healthier culture,” he said.
For their part, Safety management appreciated the respect with which they—and
their employees—were treated by Delphi.
“Bob Rosenkranz was always very fair with us, very respectful of the management and employees of Safety,” Hercules said.
“In retrospect it was a near-perfect outcome for both companies,” Mark Wilhelm
said. “Safety’s management, employees and policyholders all derived the benefits
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they were looking for, and Bob Rosenkranz acquired a well-run, asset-generating
company that gave Delphi the scale it was looking for. Safety’s management now
had a partner that gave them the latitude and support to grow.”
Safety management was very happy with the way things worked out for employees. From the very start of negotiations, Hercules said, “It was an absolute that they
keep the employees and the operations.”
The transition was not without moments of anxiety for employees, of course. As
is usually the case with any major change, employees were uncertain about what the
agreement would mean for them personally.
“When I heard about the Delphi deal, I think I felt the same as most employees—
afraid of the consequences and unsure of the future,” said Jeanne Snyder, who retired in 2014 as vice president-human resources. “I was very concerned that Safety
would no longer be Safety. The company functioned so well and provided a real
feeling of family, that it did not seem possible that it could continue to be such a
great workplace. Everyone was afraid of what the ‘outsiders’ would do.”
But in the end, she said, “Most of those concerns were unfounded, and Delphi
seemed to leave us to do what we did best. I believe it was a mutually good relationship.”
It was also a financially beneficial relationship for many employees. When the
company was sold to Delphi, those employees who still owned Safety stock they
had received in the demutualization got Delphi stock in exchange. The Delphi stock
was publicly traded, which meant the employees could sell it or hold it and wait for
it to go up—which it did.
“Employees appreciated being included in the stock options in 1991, but they
were extremely appreciative” after the Delphi deal, Schoeninger said.
In addition to the Delphi stock employees got in exchange for their Safety stock,
Delphi also had an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) that allowed employees
to buy additional stock at a discount.
“It was a very good situation for the company and for employees who had the
Safety stock,” Scott said.
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It also was a good situation for those policyholders who still held stock they had
received in the demutualization. And of course, it was a good situation for Safety’s
management. They made money, but they also found a way in which the company
could grow even more and they could continue to lead it.
“We were looking for someone who would continue to allow us to run the business, and in Delphi we found a very good partner,” Scott said.
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Expanding
Opportunities

“Without continual growth and progress, such words
as improvement, achievement and success have no
meaning.”
—Benjamin Franklin

S

tarting in the early 1990s, Safety National held an annual golf match
against Arthur J. Gallagher & Company, the Chicago area broker that was
a long-time business partner and friend of Safety. During a lunch break
at a match in the mid-1990s, the conversation turned to business. At the
time, Gallagher was diversifying its business and as a result was growing
fast. Pat Gallagher, now head of Gallagher, suggested to his friends that Safety might
want to follow suit.
“You guys are basically a one-trick pony,” he said, meaning that the vast majority
of Safety’s business was excess workers’ compensation insurance, which limited the
amount of business that Safety could do. And since Safety was a dominant player in
the excess comp market, the company’s growth potential was limited even further.
Excess workers’ comp was an attractive market at the time because the investment
market was very hot and excess comp was a cash-flow-rich business. But it also was
a crowded market, and it was hard for Safety to differentiate itself.
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Craig Van der Voort of Gallagher noted that Safety was basically selling a commodity, like a refrigerator; most people don’t see the difference between one refrigerator and another.
“We realized that we were differentiating ourselves in terms of relationships and
expertise, but in that market there were a lot of buyers who just didn’t care about
those things,” said Safety CEO Mark Wilhelm.
The Safety people saw the truth in what the Gallagher folks
were saying, and when they got back to St. Louis, they began to
talk seriously about how to diversify. “We asked ourselves what
our core competencies were and what other areas we could serve
with those competencies, in the near term,” Wilhelm said. “We
had industry-leading expertise in workers’ compensation claims
and underwriting of excess layers.”
Pat Gallagher
One of their first expansion efforts, even before the golf luncheon, had been to position themselves to enter the large-deductible workers’ compensation insurance market. Before the early 1990s, employers had only two options
for workers’ compensation insurance: buy first-dollar coverage, or self-insure and
buy excess coverage. But a new market opened up with large-deductible workers’
comp. The underwriting and pricing similarities with excess comp were clear, and it
seemed like a natural for Safety National.
“We felt like this business would eventually come to us,” Wilhelm said. “It was just
a very competitive market at the time, and we knew we would need to be patient and
continue to build our credibility.” (See Chapter 9.)
In the meantime, the core competencies pointed Safety in the direction of loss
portfolio transfer (LPT) and workers’ compensation treaty reinsurance.
In loss portfolio transfer, a carrier takes over the future work comp liabilities of a
self-insured group or another entity, usually when the entity wants to wind down or
is being sold. LPT draws on many of the skills Safety had developed since its beginning.
“Loss portfolio transfer is a model that fits very well with the Safety excess work-
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ers’ comp model,” said Jerry Scott, who initially led the LPT business. “It leverages
the claims expertise that we have and allows us to control claims on a first-dollar
basis and pay those claims out over time and generate investment income.”
Safety’s first LPT experience came in 1985, shortly after Scott joined Safety. Broker
Martin Boyer, which had a long-term relationship with Safety, asked Safety to assist
in transferring the potential claims for the Chicago Sun-Times, which was being sold.
“After that one, we didn’t pursue it at that time for some reason,” Scott said.
Then, in the late 1990s, the insurance market got very
In the late 1990s,
soft and many self-insured associations realized that they
could buy insurance for lower premium than they could
the insurance
provide it themselves. They wanted to transfer their potenmarket got very
tial liabilities, and the people at Safety National recognized
soft, and the people
their opportunity.
at Safety National
They did an LPT for an association, working with CCrecognized their
MSI, another broker/TPA that had a long relationship with
Safety. Based on this experience, Safety decided to begin
opportunity.
marketing the product.
They benefited in part because they were willing to work with smaller accounts,
which many of the larger carriers did not want to handle. And they began to build
a significant business. Scott headed the effort, with assistance from Sue Baehmann,
who became director of loss portfolios and who evaluated opportunities and coordinated the process of auditing claims, actuarial work, etc. Mark Walls, who was a
claims supervisor in workers’ compensation at the time, directed the team doing
the audit. Paul Lacko was chief actuary, and he led the actuarial process that helped
determine pricing.
LPT has become a significant product line for Safety National. Although the product is episodic, about $90 million in proceeds are expected for 2016.
“The development of the LPT business showed our entrepreneurial spirit,” Scott
said. “It’s been really a matter of seeing a potential opportunity, examining it and
moving forward with it by leveraging different areas of the company and making it a
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Safety National and Arthur J. Gallagher strengthen their relationship at a Safety National event.
Seated (from left): Jim Gault, Jim Agnew, Pat Gallagher, Matt Davidson and Terry Schoeninger.
Standing (from left): Skip Shewmaker, Glenn Tobey, Stuart Presson, Bill Martin, Ron Cowell,
Tom Grove and Gary Van der Voort.

successful product offering,”
Treaty reinsurance took a more gradual route than LPT. While Safety felt it had the
competencies necessary to be in this market, it wanted to do some market research.
“We spoke with an extensive list of reinsurance people over time and learned that
our instincts were correct, that there would be a place for us with our expertise, but
at the time there was an unsustainable competiveness created by a number of life
insurance companies,” Wilhelm said. The life companies at the time were very aggressive because the stock and investment markets were delivering such high returns
that the life companies were looking for premiums to invest even in areas they did
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A series of storms
in 2005 caused
huge losses in the
property industry
loss warranty
market. At right is
the Superdome in
New Orleans after
the devastation
caused by
Hurricane Katrina.

not fully understand. “We wanted to be ready when this bubble burst, so we developed a reinsurance business plan in 1999 and hired an underwriter in early 2000,”
Wilhelm said.
The bubble did burst, but not until after September 11, 2001, when the terrorist
attacks killed thousands of people and plunged financial markets into chaos. Life
insurance companies were hit hard on two fronts: Their investments suffered significant losses, and they also faced large life insurance and workers’ compensation
claims. That combination of events helped to spell the end of the involvement of life
insurance companies in the workers’ compensation reinsurance market.
While Safety was waiting for an opportunity to enter the work comp reinsurance
market, the company started writing property industry loss warranty (ILW) coverage. This coverage pays when the industry losses exceed a certain level for a specific
event, such as a hurricane. The product made money for Safety until 2005, when
three major hurricanes—Katrina, Wilma and Rita—created massive losses. Safety
broke even on the line of business cumulatively but decided to discontinue the product offering due to its potential earnings volatility, which was difficult to understand
for the stock analysts who followed Delphi’s stock. “Most of us wanted to continue
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in that market because ILW prices were sure to jump dramatically following 2005,”
Wilhelm said. “It was not easy to walk away from.”
Fortunately, by 2005 Safety had found its footing in work comp treaty reinsurance
and was enjoying success, so the sting of abandoning a profitable line was absorbed
by the success it was enjoying in other areas.
“We were finding success in treaty reinsurance five years later based on the original business plan and competencies,” said Wilhelm, “We had much more underwriting, loss control and claims expertise than the companies we were reinsuring and the
reinsurance companies we were competing against.”
Eventually, in 2009 after it had established critical mass in the treaty market, Safety hired Raymond Harkins, Jr. to take its treaty reinsurance business to the next level.
Harkins had been with several reinsurance companies. He had done business with
Safety and had come to know— and to respect—the people there.
“I always liked them,” he said. “They were unpretentious, straightforward. They
were good businesspeople and solid people.”
In 2009, he was working for a reinsurer in Bermuda and wanted to make a change.
Safety talked with him about directing their reinsurance efforts, but at first he was
skeptical.
Harkins had the perspective that, “The company didn’t really do reinsurance, and
reinsurance is a totally different product from insurance. It’s not easy as an insurance
company to build a reinsurance operation.” he said.
“We obviously did not agree with Ray’s perspective, but we had to convince him
otherwise,” Wilhelm said. “In retrospect, over the last several years, because of the
alternative capital that has flooded into the market we have seen almost every ‘traditional’ reinsurer look for ways to become what we have become: a multidimensional
specialty carrier.”
Eventually Harkins decided to take the position, because he believed that Safety’s
leadership was committed to building a true reinsurance operation. “I couldn’t have
done it if I didn’t know these guys,” he said.
In 2008, the year before Harkins started, Safety wrote $25 million in reinsurance
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business. They started out just doing excess-of-loss workers’ comp reinsurance, which
is similar to excess workers’ comp. A major reinsurer in the space was underpricing
its coverage, so Safety had been prudently taking smaller slices of business until the
underpricing finally forced the bigger company out of the market. “That gave us a lot
of opportunity for growth at what was really strong pricing,” Harkins said.
Being acquired by Tokio Marine also was a major impetus for reinsurance growth,
because that brought an A+ Best rating and explicit support from
one of the top insurance groups in the world. At the same time,
Harkins said, Tokio Marine has allowed Safety a lot of freedom to
develop its own business.
In 2016, the company will do close to $200 million in reinsurance business. Safety expects the business to continue to grow if
markets allow, and it is expanding into more areas of reinsurance
where it feels comfortable.
Raymond
“It’s built on itself once people get the idea that you’re willing
Harkins, Jr.
to take on more risk and take on areas that are more specialty,”
Harkins said. “It’s been challenging, but it’s been great, and it’s been a lot of fun.”
Bail bonds were another way Safety chose to diversify. One of Safety’s actuaries
told management about a very successful program he had been involved with at another carrier. That was an MGA-type program with little risk that had been operating successfully for years, and the program was looking for a new carrier to provide
the bail bonds. So in 1999 Safety took over a relatively “low maintenance” program.
The program proved to be an “off-the-radar money maker,” said Terry Schoeninger,
but little did Safety know that the A&E cable channel would start a reality series called
“Dog the Bounty Hunter” in 2004 that propelled bail bonds into a national spotlight.
Bail bonds became a crowded business, which decreased profitability. That, coupled
with Safety’s increased concerns about potential damage to its reputation because of
the notoriety of “Dog the Bounty Hunter,” caused the company to decide it was time
to exit this small but profitable business.
Safety also seized an opportunity to expand when a major competitor in the ex-
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cess workers’ comp market, Employers Reinsurance Corporation, got into financial
trouble. ERC, which wrote more than excess work comp, was sold in 2005 to Swiss
Reinsurance Company Ltd. Swiss Re did not want the excess comp business, and it
put ERC’s excess comp renewal rights on the block.
Safety bought the rights to $60 million in renewals and
“We got some very ended up writing about 60 percent of that, said Safety
good underwriters, President Duane Hercules. “Plus we got some very good
underwriters, and we got the actuarial data. It was a very
and we got the
good transaction for us,” he said.
actuarial data. It
Stan Simek, now vice president-excess workers’ comwas a very good
pensation underwriting, was hired in 2005 from ERC.
transaction for us.” From the beginning, he realized that Safety was a special
company.
“Safety National was a breath of fresh air and is definitely an anomaly as far as
insurance companies are concerned,” he said. “Very shortly after I joined Safety, the
pride exhibited throughout the company was abundantly clear from the executives
on down. I have never before worked with such a caring group of people. They are
very proud to be a part of Safety National.”
The treaty reinsurance, LPT and large deductible businesses have helped diversify
the company from a one-trick pony, and all have become significant profitable product lines for Safety. Not all the company’s product expansions proved as successful,
though the company gained something from them all.
In early 1999, some industry experts believed that work comp insurance soon
would be sold over the Internet. Arthur J. Gallagher & Company suggested that it
and Safety partner to develop an Internet-based product, which they called Quomp.
They hired some tech people and built or bought new systems, but it turned out that
customers were not comfortable buying the coverage online. Safety kept the people
it had hired, though, and they became very important as the company grew. For
example, after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, work comp insurers were
required to keep and track the physical locations of all the people they covered so
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that they could estimate their loss exposure in real time. The tech capability Safety
had created during Quomp became critical to this effort.
In 1997, Safety created a traditional rent-a-captive insurer, called Safety National
Re, in the Cayman Islands. It handled insurance for a wide variety of customers. Most
of it, though, involved smaller polices with multi-payment plans, creating thousands
of transactions. “Safety was not really built for that,” Scott said.
As a result Safety de-emphasized writing through the captive, although a few programs continued and the captive entity still exists and is available for future opportunities. But the lessons Safety learned in running the captive became very important
as the company expanded its coverages into areas outside workers’ compensation.
“If we embark on an initiative that doesn’t work out, some part of it is going to
work out eventually,” Wilhelm said.
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“If everyone is moving forward together, then success
takes care of itself.”
—Henry Ford

W

hile treaty reinsurance, LPTs and excess workers’ compensation were growing, the large-deductible workers’ comp product was not growing as quickly as the company had hoped. It
had become clear that in order to compete in that arena, the
company had to develop beyond its core competencies. Other
insurers were combining large-deductible comp with large-deductible auto and liability coverages, which gave them an edge over Safety.
It also became evident that loss control was critical to making large-deductible
comp work. Dave Snodgrass, now assistant vice president-risk control services, was
hired in 2004 as loss control and anti-fraud manager. He helped to build an area of
expertise that became a major advantage for Safety.
“The risk control function was originally in the Underwriting Department, but in
2008 it transitioned to the Business Development Department under the leadership
of Steve Luebbert, who had a vision for making risk control a more forward-facing
part of our company to our customers, and a differentiator in the market,” Snodgrass
said. “The risk control function really took off after that point.”
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In addition, while large-deductible workers’ comp was similar in underwriting
to excess comp, it had significant differences in terms of the regulatory and administrative requirements, which were much more extensive than with excess comp.
Safety had begun writing large-deductible and primary workers’ compensation in
the mid-1990s and had no real experience with the level of state regulation this type
of product introduced. At that time the company was challenged
to understand and implement the many requirements mandated
for primary and large-deductible workers’ comp policies. Cyndee
Morton, Paula Kilen, Toni Lamb, Kim Powell and Joddi Govero
were heavily involved in working through those issues, and new
ones seemed to pop up every day.
This implementation of large-deductible workers’ compensation, captive and program business set the framework and providSteve Luebbert
ed the skills necessary for Safety to develop and launch the large
casualty product lines in 2010. In early 2008, Safety National’s executives enlisted a
cross-functional team of employees and tasked them with finding a policy administration system, developing pricing models in support of the underwriting process,
researching regulatory and compliance regulations, and bringing aboard the personnel to support these new lines. People from Underwriting, Claims, Policy Services,
Finance, Compliance and Business Development met regularly to determine how
Safety would price, quote, bind, issue and service these new lines of business.
The team spent a lot of time and effort conducting due diligence on systems, reviewing a number of vendor solutions to determine the best system choice for Safety
National. They then moved on to the process of implementing systems and workflow
to support large casualty business. The systems had to integrate with work processes
throughout the entire company.
Part of the process was to conduct market research and talk to Safety’s distribution partners, who provided invaluable insight on how to proceed. Safety made
many changes and modifications to its program based on their input.
Slowly and carefully, Safety developed the ability to write large-deductible com-
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mercial auto and general liability business. “We had people with various capabilities
in these lines of business that we had hired over the years, like Cyndee Morton, Tom
Grove, Mike Saunchegraw, Kim Powell, Seth Smith, Curt Reno, Carl Reynolds, Gordon Hansen and Tim Stanger. We called on them, and hired others such as Stephanie
Bush, Gus Aivaliotis and Bill Wilkins, all hired in 2008, to help us build out this capability from scratch,” said Safety President Duane Hercules. “It was a monumental
undertaking for a company our size.”
“We were absorbing huge expenses in this build-out with nothing to show for it,”
said John Csik, executive vice president and chief financial officer. “It was not easy
convincing ourselves and Delphi that these investments would pay off.”
The large casualty commercial auto and general liability business also had additional regulatory and servicing issues, much like the large-deductible comp business.
“We were like the man behind the curtain,” Morton said, adding, “Although appearing seamless to our customers, I can’t emphasize enough how much hard work, collaboration, teamwork and blood, sweat and tears by a lot of employees went into this
effort behind the scenes.”
It would take the team a couple of years to fully develop the infrastructure to put
Safety in a position to write this business. It wasn’t until June 2010 that the first policies written through a production-ready system were issued. But the large casualty
market was by then much larger overall than the excess workers’ comp market, so it
significantly expanded the opportunities for Safety and made the effort worthwhile.
“It was a hard process that really stretched us,” Morton said. “We went from not
knowing things like how to submit DMV auto liability reporting to fielding questions from our brokers because they trust our expertise. Interdepartmental teamwork allowed us to successfully launch these new products and create new business
opportunities for Safety National.”
Safety management had started to invest significantly in the large-deductible liability business just about the time the economy began to falter in 2008. Despite the
financial meltdown, Safety continued to develop the product line. Because most of
its customers were in more stable industries like schools, health care and municipali-
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ties, Safety did not take as much of a hit in the recession as some other insurers took,
especially those that served mainly industries such as construction and hospitality.
But Safety management also believed in its own plans.
“We stuck with the plan; we didn’t panic or pull the plug,” Hercules said. “I think
part of it was because we had been through tough times before. And we knew that it
is the long term that matters, that slow and steady wins the race.”
Aivaliotis, who is now senior vice president-large casualty, saw this quality when
he was hired from The Hartford. “What attracted me to Safety National was executive management involvement in hiring me, accompanied by their assurances that Safety was fully committed to
building out my product lines for the long term and understood
the risk involved,” he said.
All the planning and commitment and effort have paid off:
Large-deductible auto and general liability insurance has become
an important part of Safety National’s business.
Gus Aivaliotis
Developing the large casualty offering, along with other diversification efforts, made it clear to Safety’s leadership that they needed to do more
when it came to planning. “We were becoming a bigger and more complex organization, and technology was playing a larger and larger role in everything we did,” Terry
Schoeninger said. “So we saw the need to be more formal about our strategic planning than we had been in the past.”
Safety had already established the IS Steering Committee to more formally coordinate technology resources and investment, but management saw a need to expand
Safety’s sophistication in individual product line strategies.
“Executive management met off-site for a couple of days to brainstorm about how
we would go about this,” said Luebbert, now chief operating officer. In these meetings, Safety senior management came to understand they needed to step up their
game in strategic planning and would need to make some transformative changes.
“There were some skunks thrown on the table as we looked in the mirror at ourselves,” he said.
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Pictured with his senior management team, Terry Schoeninger (center) assumed the role of
chairman and CEO in 2008. From left: Jerry Scott, Jeff Otto, Steve Luebbert, Carl Reynolds,
Duane Hercules, Mark Wilhelm, Gene Maier and John Csik.

The end result was the establishment of a tactical planning process, begun in 2008,
that has been expanded but still exists in much the same form today. Each product
area does a SWOT (Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis and then
develops a tactical plan that provides its road map for the next three or more years.
New product development follows much the same process.
“We institutionalized a strategic planning process that annually involves approximately 25 percent of our employees, including our branch offices,” said CEO Mark
Wilhelm. “Each team is made up of a diverse group of individuals and disciplines
from across the company that ensures each functional area within the company
knows our plans and what is expected of them. It has been extraordinarily successful.”
Perhaps the most significant step Safety took to expand its business was to develop
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relationships with large brokers. For much of its existence, Safety had dealt mainly
with smaller, regional brokers. The main exception was Arthur J. Gallagher & Company.
Like Safety, Gallagher was a pioneer in the alternative markets and self-insurance,
and the two companies were a natural fit. “A lot of what we were building needed the
workers’ comp coverage to be separate. They filled a very important need for us,” said
Gallagher Chairman, President and CEO Pat Gallagher. “They found a niche, and
they filled it very professionally.”
The management of the two companies also got along. They golfed and socialized
and became friends. But that was not why Gallagher kept doing business with Safety.
“It’s worked well for our clients,” Pat Gallagher said. “We don’t pick insurance
companies because we’re buddies. Bob (Gallagher, former chairman) used to say,
‘We need the risk takers.’ Especially in work comp, it’s important that insurers be
around to pay claims years later. Safety National has shown they will be there for our
clients, and for us.”
When Safety’s relationship with Gallagher began, Gallagher was a much smaller
broker; now it is the fourth-largest broker in the world. As Gallagher grew, and as
Safety grew, the opportunities grew. At the same time, many large brokers were being acquired by even larger brokers, and Safety management realized they needed to
build relationships with more top brokers.
“It was something we began focusing on in the early 2000s,” Wilhelm said. “Our
success had always been based on establishing relationships with brokers. It was difficult to do that with the large brokerage houses because they were just a complex
labyrinth. We lacked name recognition at the top of those organizations, and we set
out to establish that.”
Richard Solomon had been hired in 1997 as sales rep based in New York. He was
put in charge of developing relationships with the top brokers.
“I call him Relentless Richard because he borderline pesters people to get these
meetings set up with the top people,” Wilhelm laughed. “But once we had the opportunity to meet with them and tell them what we do and what we stand for, they
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bought in.”
Safety management realized that they needed to sell big brokers on their strengths:
strong financials, excellent underwriting and unparalleled service.
Tim DeSett, executive vice president of Lockton Companies, a major broker based
in Kansas City, Missouri, joined Lockton about 14 years ago. Lockton was working
with Safety at the time, but on a limited basis. DeSett liked what he saw.
“It was obvious to me after just a few meetings and watching them with clients
that they have a long-term approach to insurance, they’re consistent, they’re real
focused, they’re transparent in their dealings,” he said. “They are very open about
what their underwriting appetite is, what their underwriting process is. They just
have a great ease of doing business. That really led into why we wanted to expand our
relationship with them.”
He said he is confident putting Safety people together with his clients. “I am proud
to put the Safety people in front of our client to let them understand the risk directly
and let the client understand Safety,” he said. “It helps our client, it makes us look
good, and I have the utmost confidence that Safety will come off in a professional
manner, really try to understand the risk and be extremely transparent about what
they’re comfortable with, what they’re not comfortable with. And if they make a
commitment, I have all the confidence in the world that they will do what they say.
“The bottom line is that it’s just in the best interests of our clients to have a great
relationship with Safety,” DeSett said.
Pam Ferrandino, formerly executive vice president-national casualty for Willis
Towers Watson, started doing business with Safety about 10 years ago. She worked
with Safety and its first large-deductible general and auto liability customer, O’Reilly
Automotive. O’Reilly uses a large fleet of vehicles to deliver parts to its retail stores,
so it was critical that there be no glitches that could keep the parts from getting to
the stores.
“We asked Safety every possible question in the world,” she said, adding that she
wanted to make sure that they had every potential scenario covered. “At one point
Jerry (Scott) even said that if there were any problems, he would have his grandchil-
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dren typing auto ID cards in his basement overnight.”
That kind of service kept her coming back to Safety. “That personal commitment
not just to me but to our client, and the execution of that commitment flawlessly,
really made the difference.” she said. “We never had a client I’ve been aware of that
ever had a service issue.”
By stressing its expertise and its commitment to service, Safety has significantly
expanded its relationships with large brokers, while continuing to work with regional and local brokers as well.
The excess workers’ compensation business under the guidance of Gene Maier and, more recently, Seth Smith has continued to grow and now maintains a robust 35 percent market share.
While excess work comp is still the company’s largest and most
profitable line of business, there is now much greater balance and
diversification in Safety’s product offerings.
Collectively, these strategies for growth have paid off.
Gross written premiums grew 575 percent, from $155 million
Seth Smith
in 2000 to $1.047 billion in 2016.
Employees increased from 136 in 2000 to 435 in 2016.
Many of those new employees are not based in St. Louis. Safety started opening
regional offices for business development and underwriting in 2009. At first, moving
underwriting out of St. Louis was a hard sell.
“Because we were an underwriting company, we thought our ‘secret sauce’ was the
underwriting control we had on a consistent basis, and we could control that with
everybody in a confined environment,” Wilhelm said. “We were apprehensive about
people out in the branch offices underwriting, that they wouldn’t have the benefit of
that daily exchange between underwriters that goes on here. But technology really
made it more realistic to do (remotely).”
And the company found that decentralizing underwriting has been an advantage
in many ways. Steve Cotnoir was hired in 2010 as vice president-large casualty underwriting in the Atlanta office.
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“In my view we run a hub-and-spoke staffing and service model. Decentralized
underwriting and business development offices and teams of people are the spoke,
with the hub being St. Louis,” he said. “Decentralizing underwriting is what has fueled the growth of Safety National for the past six years, as the field-based underwriters are very close to their distribution broker partners as well as our insureds. We
are forging solid local/regional relationships that are keeping our renewals strong.”
Now there are regional offices in New York, Atlanta, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco and Dallas. The regional offices are connected to St. Louis via
video, and regional people are included as much as possible in company events. But
the strongest bond is the Safety National culture.
“In the beginning there were very few field representatives, so you definitely felt
like you were on an island. However, we have always had a strong corporate culture
that carried over with our internal and external relationships, so I was never lonely,”
said Rich Gilmore, who was one of the first regional marketing representatives, hired
in 2004. Now he is vice president of business development in the East Region and
works from a field office in Philadelphia.
“Our field office maintains an environment and culture that is directly aligned with
our home office. At Safety National, you always are made to feel you are part of the
shaping of that vision,” he said. “The same values that existed 14 years ago exist today,
but we continue to expand our reach in the marketplace.”
Tom Leahy was hired in 2015 as business development manager for New York and
Long Island. “I was always made to feel like a member of the Safety family. I often get
to say to brokers, ‘Yes, they really are that nice,’” he said. “I actually feel more like we
are culturally connected with the hub than removed from it. We are one firm, with the
same goals and Core Values.”
Sharon Herschlag, assistant vice president of underwriting, was hired in 2009 to
open the office in New York City, which was Safety’s first regional office. “I was enticed by the idea of building an office with Dennis Zervos and a profitable book of
business that we could all be proud of and that would contribute profitably to the
bottom line,” she said. “I remember the first account we wrote, which was about a
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Regional offices in San Francisco (at top) and New York (above) engage in service projects in
their communities.
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month into my tenure. We fist-bumped in our rented space and announced to ourselves, ‘We paid the rent.’”
Rob Leitner, now vice president-business development, was hired in 2004 as a
regional marketing manager. He quickly found that Safety’s reputation was a powerful selling tool. “Seeing the great relationships we developed in the marketplace and
how our reputation was really unmatched among competitors was inspirational as a
business development professional,” he said. “It makes it really easy to ‘sell’ a product when you truly believe it is the best thing in the market, and that’s the case with
Safety National.”
“Working regionally is the best of both worlds,” said Scott Thompson, who was
hired in 2009 into the San Francisco office and now is assistant vice president-large
casualty underwriting. “Safety National gives me the autonomy to operate ‘my shop’
in a way I see appropriate, while still providing me with tools and support to run
efficiently.”
One of Safety’s newest growth initiatives is its Thought Leadership program,
which seeks to bring attention to Safety’s expertise in the field.
“Safety National’s competitors in the large casualty and other growth markets are
very large and well-known carriers,” said Mark Walls, vice president-communications & strategic analysis. “We cannot match these competitors in terms of marketing budget. However, our expertise is every bit as good as the expertise of these
larger competitors. Our thought leadership activities highlight our expertise and
help employers and brokers see that we belong in the same conversation with our
larger competitors.”
All the growth paths have some important things in common. First, Safety’s management has learned from its mistakes. For example, Wilhelm said, “We learned a
tremendous amount from the umbrella disaster, and we have employed that knowledge ever since.”
They also always take the long view. They don’t hurry into decisions, but once they
have made a decision, they tend to see it through. They have this approach in part
because the management has been with the company, and with each other, for a very
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long time.
And most of all, they know that true success begins with relationships.
“Our marketing approach has evolved over the years. However, the core tenet has
not changed,” said Karla Antrobus, vice president-business development operations.
“Our relationships remain front and center.”
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“It’s not hard to make decisions when you know what
your values are.”
—Roy Disney

C

orporate cultures most often are a reflection of the values of the people who developed a company. That was certainly the case with Safety
National. The people who led Safety from a small, regional insurer to
a dominant force in its field infused the company with their values
and the values of the people around them.
They were Midwesterners, from St. Louis, and they believed in quintessential
Midwestern things like building relationships, helping each other out, working together and doing the right thing. They did not really think about these as corporate
values. It was simply the way they lived their lives and therefore the way they ran
their company.
During the battle with Hall, Safety’s management and its employees came to believe that the way they did business was just different than the way Hall and Saul
Steinberg did business. The Safety people felt that the New Yorkers were trying to
push them around, to take advantage of them, and to plunder their company for
Hall’s own gain. That belief helped to solidify Safety’s resolve to fight Hall.
When the battle with Hall was won, Safety management knew that the company
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had a special way of doing things that needed to be preserved. But there was a lot
going on after Hall, and there was no time to look for ways to preserve culture and
values. Besides, there did not seem to be any reason to think that those values would
not continue to endure. After all, Safety was still a relatively small company with a
management team that was more closely bonded than ever.
Employees also recognized that there was something special about Safety. “From
the start, it was a small company but a big family,” said Michael Kim, vice presidentloss portfolio transfer.
Mitch Neuhaus, vice president-department head of claims,
took a pay cut to come to work at Safety. “I knew a few people
here and felt like it was a place that I could end my career. I liked
the nature of the work and after starting here, it just confirmed
my original thoughts that I wanted to work for a smaller company
that cared about their employees with opportunities for personal
growth and advancement.”
Mitch Neuhaus
Mary Stegmann, executive administration manager, left Safety
briefly to return to a former employer. “Within the first week of being gone, I knew I
had made a mistake,” she said. “Safety National takes care of its employees.”
In fact, one of the hallmarks of the Safety National culture is a concern about
employees as people.
“The first couple of weeks of employment at Safety presented itself with some personal challenges, particularly relocating to St. Louis by myself without any friends or
relatives,” said Angelo Williams, vice president-corporate compliance. “The support,
caring attitude and interest in my personal and career transition shown to me were
incredible from my first day.”
Tom Grove, senior vice president-business development, recalled being called
into a meeting with his managers. “I was nervous, as I thought things were going
quite well, but one never knows. What I soon found out was the main takeaway from
this meeting was their concern as to my travel schedule. They felt it was aggressive,
and they were worried about the toll it could take on my marriage. To quote them:
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Following Terry Schoeninger’s retirement, Mark Wilhelm (seated) assumed the role of CEO in
2010. Standing (from left): Jeff Otto, Duane Hercules, John Csik, Steve Luebbert, Gene Maier,
Jerry Scott and Carl Reynolds.

‘We don’t want to be responsible for any divorces,’” Grove said. “I found that kind of
concern to be remarkable.”
Referring to Safety’s treatment of employees, Pamela Broussard, assistant vice
president, had a succinct response: “I have said to many people; ‘If Safety was a man,
I would marry him’ —and I have been married to a wonderful man for quite a while.”
It isn’t just employees who find Safety special. Its customers and the brokers and
other business partners it works with also recognize the unique nature of the company.
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“Compassion and empathy are embodied in the very basis of who they are. They
definitely have a Midwest culture in terms of their approach to people and communication,” said Bruce Wollschlager, the retired president and chief executive officer of
Connecticut Interlocal Risk Management Agency (CIRMA). “And I think that’s pretty important, especially if you’re looking for a partner—not just a financial partner
and not just a risk-sharing partner, but someone that has the same business culture.”
As Safety expanded its product offering, and its growth—and head count—accelerated, the company decided to take steps to ensure that its values were maintained.
“The Core Values effort started because we were growing at
such a rate that we felt like what makes Safety National Safety National was not being passed on as it had been—side by side with
fellow workers,” said CEO Mark Wilhelm. “The osmosis process
that had taken place for more than two decades wasn’t going to
be an option. We needed to put these things into words and principles that we could train people to understand and buy into.”
Chief Operating Officer Steve Luebbert, who joined Safety in
Tom Grove
2007, was asked to lead the work on values. Luebbert brought a
unique perspective to the task. He had worked with Safety on the
outside for decades, so he was familiar with the company but had not been on the
inside. Once he joined Safety, he discovered that it was in fact as good as it seemed.
“What I really thought was intriguing was, once you get behind the curtain, what’s
it really like? How does this all happen?” he said. “And what I found was, it’s the
same—the way we treat our employees, the way we treat vendors, the way we treat
everyone. It’s just the way we do business. And I thought that was a very admirable
attribute for a company to have.”
The work on values started in 2012 with a committee of about 30 people from
across the company. “We wanted a representative group, so it included people that
had been there from 20-plus years down to one year, and various levels from senior
management to entry level,” Luebbert said.
The group, which included Wilhelm, met off-site with a professional facilitator to
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begin the process of identifying and defining the
Core Values. The committee narrowed it down
to several words with definitions, and they sent
those words to the company at large to get everyone’s input.
Based on that input, the committee identified
five Core Values that, the company said, “serve
as the fundamental foundation of our corporate
culture and drive our interactions, both internally and externally.” Those are:
• RELATIONSHIPS built on trust, respect, humility and long-term commitment
are the foundation to our success.
• INTEGRITY based on a foundation of ethics, discipline and communication,
with full acknowledgement of our duty to our policyholders and our responsibility as an industry leader.
• TEAMWORK drives our passion for mutual success believing that our collective
efforts, in collaboration with our customers, will provide exemplary service and
superior outcomes.
• BALANCE between dedication to achievement in our work lives, our corporate
social responsibility, and purpose in our personal lives.
• STABILITY that comes from knowing we will be there when you need us, expecting top industry expertise and consistency in decision making.
“It was a great process. There was a lot of passion from all corners of the company,
because people wanted to get it right,” Wilhelm said.
In the end, though, it really only reiterated what the people of Safety National
already knew.
“I feel the company always possessed many of the Core Values that were subsequently defined and labeled,” said Mike Saunchegraw, who retired December 31,
2015, as vice president and chief information officer. “It is difficult for a company
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that has been going through the growth and change that Safety has, to maintain its
Core Values. I compliment Safety’s executives on embracing the Core Values.”
“While the Core Values were ultimately memorialized, it was the people who defined what the Core Values and culture were from the start,” said Debbie Biggane,
vice president-ceded reinsurance.
After the values were published in 2013, management realized that it was not
enough just to identify the values; they had to set up a mechanism to make sure the
values were preserved going forward.
“We wanted to make sure that as the company grew, people knew the history,
where the company came from and what it stands for,” said President Duane Hercules. “We wanted to institutionalize the culture because as people retire, we want to
ensure that the values that this company was built on remain and are carried forward—that people know that
this isn’t a yell-and-scream place, that
it is about relationships and about
teamwork.”
It also has been about having fun,
which Safety has always believed
made them a better company. Donald
Sherman, president and chief operating officer of Delphi Financial Group,
is among the many who agree.
“My respect is not diminished,
perhaps is even increased, by the realization that the Safety team has a rebellious streak,” he said. “One would To celebrate his retirement, Safety National gave Terry
think that to survive and prosper as Schoeninger a functional black-powder cannon.
From left: Terry Schoeninger, Duane Hercules, Jeff
an insurance company writing haz- Otto, Jerry Scott, Steve Luebbert, Don Sherman and
ardous coverages, the Safety team Mark Wilhelm.
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must be staid, buttoned-down and conservative. And in some ways they are. But
they also enjoy Mardi Gras, operational civil war artillery and launching anvils with
gunpowder. Conservative? Maybe. Boring? Never!”
To further promote their values, Safety established a Core Value Ambassador Program, in which every new employee is given a Core Value Ambassador who mentors
the new employee for six months, explaining how the values work in practice. The
ambassadors share stories about how the values have been important and visible to
them. As of late 2016, more than 190 new employees had gone through the Ambassador Program.
“When we were smaller, core values were communicated by example, and new
employees were immersed in it,” said Chris Roche, assistant vice president-business
development. “The rate of growth over the last eight to 10 years has accelerated to
the point that the message was becoming diluted. The Core Values Ambassador Program was put in place to address that issue and shows management is not content to
let us become just another big company where people are numbers and the bottom
line is all-important.”
Ann Rice, corporate relations events director, is co-chairman of the Ambassadors Program and serves as its on-boarding matchmaker. “The Core Values ‘words,’
committee and Ambassadors give structure and direction to a culture that already
existed,” she said. “The values truly reflect the reality of the company.”
In addition, the Core Values have become part of the employee review process.
“Your performance review, and therefore your raises, are based in part on how well
you represent the Core Values,” Luebbert said.
They also have become part of the recruitment process, as potential employees
are evaluated in part based on how well they seem to understand and embody those
values. New candidates often comment on the company culture during the interview
process.
“During the recruitment process, much emphasis was placed on our Core Values.
After joining Safety National, it was obvious to me those values were real and not just
words written on the website,” said Angela Schaefer, vice president-human resources
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and employee engagement, who was hired in May 2014.
After enshrining the Core Values, the company went on to establish employee-led
committees to further engage employees and provide avenues for work/life balance.
“One of our Core Values was Balance, so why not provide employees with ways to
help them achieve that individually and collectively?” asked Wilhelm, who served as
the executive sponsor for each of these committees.
“We encouraged key employees to form committees for Community and Philanthropy, Wellness, Sustainability, Company Events, and (an internal) Newsletter,
and we gave each committee a budget and the latitude for them to determine which
activities and initiatives we would pursue.”
“These committees have accomplished so
much, involving so many people in the company,
really fulfilling in so many ways the Core Values and the vision of the company,” says Cyndee
Morton, vice president-policy services administration. “The activities and initiatives are too
many to recount, but we offer all employees the
opportunity to perform a Day of Service annually in the community, we have solar panels on the
roof, we have an annual Employee Appreciation
Day and a quarterly newsletter. We even have a
company band, Driven to Excess, that has won the United Way Battle of the Corporate Bands more times than not.”
Next, senior management turned its attention to creating a Vision Statement. “We
understood that a Vision Statement should be short and simple, yet define what we
aspire to be and help explain why we do what we do as a company,” Luebbert said.
They again worked off-site with a professional facilitator to help get it right and, in
2015, the company introduced its Vision Statement, “Safety First,” to sum up its commitment to the people and the industry it serves and its major goals as a company
within that industry.
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“We want to be ‘First with our Employees,’ we want to be ‘First with our Customers,’ and we want to be ‘First with our Community,’” Hercules said.
There are some continuing examples of how this employee-centric approach actually looks in action. The company was first named one of Business Insurance magazine’s Best Places to Work in 2009. The award is based on a survey of employees
about their company.
“We’ve always been straightforward and honest, so when we decided to participate, we told employees we wanted them to be honest and straightforward in their
answers,” Wilhelm said. “We went to great lengths to have employees feel confident
that they could say what they thought.”
Management takes the survey results seriously. In fact, they only apply for the
award every other year—and have won it each time they applied—because they want
to be sure they take enough time to evaluate what employees want and to implement
ways to provide that. For example, when the surveys showed that employees were
mostly happy with pay and benefits but were interested in more opportunities for
professional development, management focused on providing those opportunities.
In the case of clients and brokers, the focus on doing the right thing has led Safety
to offer a crisis counseling service to employees of insureds who have experienced
a horrible, violent loss. This started in response to the shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut. The shooting, which occurred on December 14, 2012, claimed the lives of 20 children aged 6 and 7, as well as six adults
at the school.
Safety National carried the excess workers’ compensation coverage for the school,
and after the shooting, Safety was contacted to see if it offered any kind of crisis
counseling. Under the law in Connecticut, as in many other states, people who do
not suffer physical injury are not entitled to work comp payments; there is no requirement to offer counseling for psychological trauma. But the people at Safety
thought that, although they were not required to offer this counseling, it was the
right thing to do. They did not have such a program before the Sandy Hook tragedy.
But working with CIRMA, they came up with a service and provided it as an addi-
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As a workers’ compensation insurer,
Safety has helped victims of national
tragedies in Newtown, Connecticut
(top left), Orlando, Florida (above),
and Prescott, Arizona (at left).

tional benefit to the school.
Wollschlager noted that, as a workers’ comp insurer, Safety’s losses are very defined, so it has no financial reason to provide this service; it will not cut the company’s losses. “But Safety said, ‘This makes sense, if we are in partnership with our
buyers,’” he said. “That’s a big deal. And that’s representative of their culture.”
The Crisis Protection also was used in the wake of a terrorist shooting at the Pulse
nightclub in Orlando, Florida, that left 49 dead and more than 50 injured on June
12, 2016. FHM Insurance Company had the workers’ comp coverage for Pulse, and
Safety was a reinsurer. Matthew Lupino, CPCU, president and CEO of FHM, asked
the broker to check with the reinsurers to see if any offered any kind of counseling
assistance.
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“Safety came back and said that they had a program.” he said. “They said it wasn’t
normally part of their reinsurance agreement, but they felt that in light of the circumstances and our relationship, they were making an offering of those services.”
FHM accepted, and the crisis team came and met with employees of the nightclub.
“It was something we wanted to make available to these folks after this horrific
incident, and it was refreshing and very rewarding to know that our partner that we
chose was there for us when we needed and wanted some help,” Lupino said. “And
they did it without hesitation. It speaks to the quality of the organization.”
Lupino noted that Safety was under no legal or contractual obligation to provide
the service. “It was more that, ‘We’ve got a horrific event, we’ve got a chance to help
people, and we have the resources to do it. Let’s make them available,’” he said.
As a workers’ compensation insurer, “Safety National has been there for a lot of
the victims of national tragedies, such as the deaths of 19 Prescott, Arizona, firefighters who died fighting a wildfire in June 2013,” said Delphi CEO Robert Rosenkranz.
“We’re proud of the fact that when multiple lives are affected, especially the lives of
first responders, we are there to help.
“That’s what makes us tick. It’s not just about making money or working as a team.
We’re there to help people whose lives are disrupted,” he said.
Employees— both veteran and new—also are proud of their company and the efforts it continues to make to remain true to itself. But they are not surprised.
“I think the company embodied those values every day,” said Richard Solomon,
vice president. “There is a reason we came to work at Safety and left other companies:
our amazing culture.”
“Personalities, culture and values are held to be important to the success of the
company, and management has invested heavily to protect these assets,” said Bryan
Ferguson, senior director of technology and strategic planning. “I think they are
what everyone strives for at the company.
“We are not perfect, but we continually try to improve. And that is significant.”
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“The greatest thing in this world is not so much where
we stand as in what direction we are moving.”
—Goethe

O

n September 17, 2008, Safety National dedicated its new headquarters at 1832 Schuetz Road in St. Louis. Safety management had designed the building and the surrounding campus to showcase the
company’s achievements and to serve its employees and clients.
The building drew rave reviews for its beauty, but also for the
thought that went into it. For example, the data processing area and other critical
areas have backup power capability for up to several days. There is a revolving door
into the main lobby so that the receptionist is not blasted with cold air every time
the door opens in the winter. It was the kind of planning that had become a hallmark
of Safety management and that the company believed would continue to carry it
forward into the future.
That capability was tested immediately. Two days before the headquarters dedication, on September 15, Lehman Brothers had filed for bankruptcy, and the largest
financial crisis since the Great Depression was underway. By the time it was over,
every sector of the U.S. and global economy would feel the effects.
Safety also felt the recession, but its careful, considered approach helped to shield
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Safety’s custom-designed headquarters on Schuetz Road in St. Louis opened on September 17,
2008—two days after Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy signaled the start of the Great Recession.

it from much of the chaos. Premiums went down only slightly in 2007—2008, and
actually increased in 2009. Investments took a hit, especially in 2008, but they had
recovered by 2009.
“We really came through that very well. But it was a very scary time.” said Safety
President Duane Hercules.
Now that the worst of the financial crisis is over, Safety is well positioned to face
the future, for several reasons.
First, the company has an excellent understanding of its own business. Like all
companies, it has had its share of bumps in the road. But it has learned from those
and emerged stronger, as a company that knows its strengths and is committed to
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continue to build on them while avoiding pitfalls.
“Safety knows from whence they came and what has made them what they are,”
said John Rittenhouse, senior vice president of third-party claims administrator CCMSI. “Being a risk taker in the insurance market brings a whole complexity that you
have to understand. You have to know that you have peaks and valleys, and the intent
is to try to stabilize it and keep it in as straight a line as you can. Unfortunately at
times that means you have to walk away from things and not get involved in things
that seem like the hot thing to do. Safety has been very good at doing that.”
“They have incredible financial strength, and a focus on and commitment to what
they’re good at, and what they’re not good at. They’re not trying to be all things to
all people,” said Tim DeSett, executive vice president of Kansas City broker Lockton
Companies.
Bob Fusinatto, vice president-claims, works with reinsurance claims, and he believes that Safety’s long experience allows him and his team to add value to Safety
and to its clients. “We have worked with the accounts to show our expertise and ability to help them mitigate cost. By doing so we help control our claims costs and the
bottom line for Safety National,” he said.
The company also has been willing to adjust to the times—even when it was not
exactly sure how to do that. Paul Lacko, now chief data analytics actuary, explained
his introduction to Safety.
“When I interviewed, I saw that every desk had a PC on it. That was rare, very
rare, back in 1989,” he said. “After I started here, I discovered few people used their
PCs. But that gave a starting point from which to build”—and Safety has built a
sophisticated technical capability that produces and analyzes data in the service of
its clients as well as itself. That technical sophistication continues today and is led
by Chief Information Officer Chris Griffith, hired in 2013, and Chief Actuary Keith
Rogers, hired in 2015.
The company understands that its success depends in large part on its ability to
build relationships not only with its employees, but also with its customers and business partners. At its most basic level, insurance is a promise: The insurer takes mon-
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ey from the insured and promises to pay claims if and when they occur.
Insurance “is intangible. It’s a piece of paper,” Rittenhouse said. What matters is
“the people behind it—their ability to communicate, good or bad, and what they’ve
been able to develop in loyal, two-way relationships with brokers and with their policyholders.”
Linda Hennemann, assistant vice president-excess workers’ compensation-programs, said, “As the world is ever changing, Safety’s future is dependent on how well
we relate and change with customers’ needs. Our success has been based on understanding our customers and maintaining long-term relationships.”
Dave Snodgrass, assistant vice president-risk control service, had been at Safety
only a short time when he realized that “brokers and customers really loved working
with Safety National, which was different than previous insurance companies I had
worked for.”
Bob Howe, executive director of Marsh & McLennan, began working with Safety
many years ago. “We kind of came to each other when we both really needed each
other. Demands in the workers’ compensation marketplace over the last cycle created needs for additional markets in that space. They stepped up to fill that need,”
he said. “But it was also very much a journey of getting to know each other. And the
more we got to know each other, the more we got to know their people, the more
successful they became with us.
“They are very engaged with our client base and very accessible to our client base.
They’re also very engaged with our brokers,” he said. “It’s almost like a sense of family. Our brokers feel like they can trust them and like they’ll do their best for our
clients at all times, and so they feel very confident” in working with Safety.
Understanding the importance of getting to know brokers and clients and being
creative in meeting their needs has been critical to the success of Safety over the
years.
“Safety has always been kind of nimble. Long-term relationships are important to
Safety National, whether it’s our brokers or our insureds,” said Gene Maier, executive
vice president and chief underwriting officer. “We’ve written some accounts for 30
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Joining with Tokio Marine Insurance Group brought additional capabilities to Safety National.

to 40 years, so that’s very important to us. If anyone can keep that relationship-based
approach, I think Safety National can do it.”
Safety National also benefits from good ownership. When it became part of Delphi
Financial Group, that relationship grew quickly into one of mutual respect. Delphi
understood and appreciated Safety’s capabilities and management, and gave Safety
great freedom to conduct its business as it thought best.
Then, a little more than a decade and a half after that deal, Delphi was approached
with an offer from Tokio Marine Insurance Group. The original negotiations were
between Delphi and Tokio Marine. But once things got serious, Delphi brought Safety into the discussion.
At first, Safety was naturally concerned. But their concerns proved to be unfounded.
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“When we learned about the Tokio Marine deal there was a certain amount of
angst among employees. We thought we had proven ourselves to Delphi, and now
we were going to have to prove ourselves to Tokio Marine,” Maier said. “But it’s been
a great relationship. They basically have let us do our thing.”
Importantly, Tokio Marine has proved to be a good cultural fit for Safety.
Ichiro Ishii, senior managing director of Tokio Marine Holdings, made his first
visit to Safety around the time of the closing, which was in early 2012. His impression was that “they are professional insurance people,” he said. “At
the same time, when I met the members of their team, I thought:
This is a company that cares about their people.
“Both companies are customer-centric in their culture. Safety
National also has clear core values, as does Tokio Marine,” Ishii
said. “Customers and employees are at the center.”
Akira Harashima, managing executive officer of Tokio Marine Holdings, said that Safety is a great representative of Tokio
Ichiro Ishii
Marine’s Good Company culture: “Look beyond the profit: We
act with integrity for the benefit of our customers, business partners and society.
Empower our people: We inspire engagement and passion in all of our employees.
Deliver on commitments: We achieve high quality results by enhancing stakeholder
trust.”
This cultural compatibility made it much simpler for Safety to adjust to being part
of Tokio Marine. Safety still reports to Delphi, which in turn reports to Tokio Marine. And that suits Tokio Marine just fine.
“We respected Delphi’s management, and Delphi respected Safety management’s
independence. So we also respected that,” Ishii said.
The deal brought several advantages to Safety. As one of the largest and most
respected insurers in the world, Tokio Marine has an A++ Best rating; a year after
the merger, Safety’s Best rating was upgraded from A to A+, the first time since 1985
when it lost its Best rating because of the umbrella debacle. “It was an unspoken goal
of mine back in 1985, and I am sure for the rest of the Dirty Half Dozen, to ultimately
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see our A+ restored, and our merger with Tokio Marine helped make it happen,”
Mark Wilhelm said.
Tokio Marine’s tremendous financial resources have greatly enhanced the stature
of Safety. In a very real way, the Tokio Marine deal brought Safety more than all the
way back from the difficulties with Hall and the umbrella insurance that had almost
destroyed the company.
“Imagine going from a situation where we lost our Best rating and our surplus went
down to $13 million,” Maier said. “Now we have the financial backing of a company
that has billions and billions of dollars of assets and surplus. That is a very good thing.”
Finally, Safety has a plan to direct its future, starting with preserving its culture.
Only two of the original Dirty Half Dozen are still actively
involved in the management of Safety, and the company
“It was an
has been taking steps to ensure that when Wilhelm and
unspoken goal of
Hercules decide to step down, the company they helped to
mine back in 1985
build will carry on.
… to ultimately see
The work on Core Values and the Vision Statement
our A+ restored,
is a major part of that effort. In addition, leadership has
expanded the senior management team, which focuses
and our merger
with Tokio Marine on tactical and strategic issues, and they plan to expand
it even more. They also have established operating comhelped make it
mittees that focus on operational planning, efficiencies and
happen.”
cost savings so that the company can remain competitive.
“We are training more people at each level and formalizing
what had been informal processes,” Hercules said. “We have a very experienced management team. There is a whole group of people who will be ready to take it to the next level.”
Wilhelm said that succession planning is a long-established discipline. “We talk
about succession planning at regular intervals,” he said. “The goal is that the people
we’ve been grooming for years and years will just step in. Tokio Marine has helped
us take this to another level because they have some outstanding leadership development programs and resources.”
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The goal is to have historical continuity: The people taking over will understand
how the company evolved, and they will be able to pass that knowledge on.
“They’ve been doing a great job of succession planning,” agreed Bill Eyre, managing director-brokerage at JLT Re (North America) Incorporated. “They’ve been
bringing in some great talent from other firms, some of them bigger organizations,
but they have screened those people carefully enough to know that they will fit into
the Safety National culture. It’s a great attribute to have, and it’s very rare to see in
any business.”
Respecting that cultural fit is key to ensuring Safety’s continued success, according to its management. “I said at a recent company meeting, ‘If you don’t know your
history, you’re like a leaf that doesn’t know it’s part of a tree,’” Wilhelm said. “The
leaves that we all are now on the Safety National tree are the result of a lot of things
that have gone on for a lot of years.”
“If you have long-term employees, your culture builds on itself,” said Bruce Ferguson, president of Underwriters Group, Inc., adding that culture is especially important
since Safety has grown so much and its original management is retiring. “But they are
committed to ensuring that the core culture will be the same when they are gone.”
Safety’s employees share the belief that their company will continue to prosper, as
long as it stays true to itself.
“It would be foolish to say that Safety National hasn’t changed. It has, pretty dramatically,” said Rich Gilmore, vice president-business development in the East Region. “What hasn’t changed is the essence of the company. I see the future much like
I see the past, the essence of the same great company with guiding principles doing
business on a broader scale. We are just going to grow our family.”
Nick Kriegel, vice president and deputy general counsel, is also the son-in-law of
Terry Schoeninger, which gives him a unique view of the company,
“I can’t imagine anyone had any idea in 1991 when we demutualized what the
company would look like today. We’ll always be looking for new business opportunities to support our customers, and we’ll continue to make the customer experience
our foundational selling point.” he said. “Ultimately, though, I see the future of Safety
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Safety National’s 2017 executive and senior management team with CEO Mark Wilhelm
(center). From left: Jeff Otto, Cyndee Morton, Raymond Harkins, Duane Hercules, Tom Grove,
John Csik, Steve Divine, Gene Maier, Keith Rogers, Steve Luebbert, Gus Aivaliotis, Seth Smith
and Mitch Neuhaus.

as one that will continue to be defined by the people who work here. That’s where this
place has always drawn its identity.
“When I think of the future of Safety National, I hope I’ll be working with people
that are helping define the future of Safety from a single, mutual desire—the desire
to keep this place as something special and provide it the best possible opportunity
to grow and be successful,” Kriegel said.
Eyre believes that combination of professional experience and knowledge, as well
as a culture built on relationships and respect, are what will carry Safety National
into the next 75 years.
“It’s a great formula,” he said. “It’s not terribly complicated. And they are planning
on keeping it going for decades.”
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Mark Wilhelm (above),
hired in 1977 as an
underwriter, and
Charlotte Christian, hired
in 1976 as a secretary,
were among the earliest
people to work at Safety
Mutual.
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Working hard and playing hard have always been part of Safety’s culture. At top and above left,
Mark Stroyeck, Mark Wilhelm and Stuart Presson critique Gene Maier’s Bobcat work. Above
right, Terry Schoeninger and Harry Ilg celebrate Ilg’s 40th birthday.
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Fishing with Arthur J. Gallagher. Kneeling (from left): Mark Wilhelm, Bob Gallagher and Harry
Ilg. Standing (from left): Joe Besnard, Chip Hendry, Skip Shewmaker, Mark Halvorsen, Walt
McClure, Bill Jensen, Terry Schoeninger and Duane Hercules.
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Creating their own version of the cover of the Beatles album “Abbey Road” were (from left) Mark
Wihelm, Mark Stroyeck, Todd Sandberg, Gene Maier and Ed Breight, circa 1987.
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The Dirty Half Dozen couples became close friends, too. From left: Sue Baehmann, Jerry
Scott, Joy Hercules, Duane Hercules, Debbie Wilhelm, Sue Schoeninger, Mark Wilhelm, Terry
Schoeninger, Harry Ilg and Linda Ilg.
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Arthur J. Gallagher (in red) and Safety National (in yellow) square off in the companies’ annual
Self-Insurance Cup.
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A Gold Sponsor, Safety attends the annual CIAB meeting. From left: Richard Solomon, Tom
Grove, Mark Wilhelm, Duane Hercules, Steve Luebbert and John Csik.
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Executive and senior management dedicate Safety National’s corporate headquarters in 2008.
From left: Duane Hercules, Jerry Scott, Steve Luebbert, Mark Wilhelm, Terry Schoeninger, Carl
Reynolds, John Csik, Stephanie Bush, Jeff Otto and Gene Maier.

Safety National’s employees cut the ribbon to open the company’s corporate headquarters in 2008.
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Tokio Marine celebrates its merger with Delphi Financial Group. Pictured (from left) are: Nick
Nagano, Group CEO; Larry Daurelle, Reliance Standard CEO; Mark Wilhelm, Safety National
CEO; Don Sherman, Delphi president; Shuzo Sumi, Group chairman, Bob Rosenkranz, Delphi
CEO; and Stephan Kiratsous, Delphi EVP & CFO.
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Safety’s Krewe joins their customers in New Orleans in 2006 as part of the rebuilding of New
Orleans and Mardi Gras following Hurricane Katrina. From left: Mark Wilhelm, David Richard,
Jerry Scott, Skip Shewmaker, Nick Kriegel, Terry Schoeninger, Harry Ilg and Todd Richard.
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Safety National employees list (as of 12/31/16)

Abrams, Gregory M.
Adolf, Allison T.
Aivaliotis, Gus E.
Alexander, Maggie S.
Allen, Katie M
Anderson, Patricia A.
Andrews, Kimberly M.
Annunziata, Vanessa M.
Antrobus, Karla J.
Ashby, Mary E.
Avery, Brenda E.
Bachelier, Rita C.
Bailey, Aaron M.
Baisch, Bryan M.
Baiter, David M.
Beatty, Stephanie M.
Beck, Amy L.
Becker, Robert J.
Bedford, Donald E.
Bell, Marian J.
Bellman, Myranda R.
Benner, Steven G.
Bennett, Mark R.
Benoist, Phyllis C.
Berg, Abbie L.

Berger, Steven R.
Bernard, Elaine D.
Berns, Daniel P.
Biggane, Deborah A.
Birmingham, Ryan W.
Bishop, David D.
Bitter, Gregory
Bolding, Codi L.
Boscia, Bernard P.
Bouthot, Melissa S.
Bowen, Ryan M.
Bowers, Trishelle R.
Boyer, Dawn E.
Boyle, Donna K.
Braun, Joseph A.
Breight, Edward M.
Brennan, Pamela A.
Brickson, Brian S.
Brimer, Shekita M.
Brockman, Wanda L.
Brooks, Ciara N.
Broussard, Pamela J.
Brown, Jacob T.
Brown, Shawn M.
Brown, Stephen C.
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Brownfield, Gordon R.
Brown-McQuarrie, Kim M.
Bruney, Lyle A.
Bryant, Rebecca A.
Buchanan, Tamara L.
Buese, Kerry D.
Burle, Amber M.
Burton, Jason E.
Buttrey, Ryan N.
Calcaterra, Steven J.
Camp, Gary S.
Campbell, Rachel D.
Carl, Brooke D.
Carter, Angela D.
Casserly, Karen A.
Chan, Kam Yuen
Cifaldi, Shane R.
Clark, Malcolm K.
Clayton, Daniel M.
Clinch, T.J.
Coleman, Monet A.
Coleman, Wanda S.
Cologne, Elizabeth I.
Combs, Shaun E.
Connelly, Chloe F.

Safety National employees

Coody, April D.
Cooper, Samantha J.
Corbett, Karen M.
Cordes, Aimee B.
Cotnoir, Stephen H.
Csik, John P.
Cusimano, Donna L.
Daniels, Jeffrey K.
Davis, Jill R.
Dempsey, Thomas J.
Deruntz, Rita M.
Dickinson, Randall B.
Diers, David K.
Divine, Steven C.
Dixon, Cassandra J.
Dodgen, John W.
Doerr, Donna M.
Donati, Judith A.
Dong, Zhihua D.
Donze, Frances M.
Downing, Jonathan M.
Drunov, Illya
Dubman, Timothy H.
Dusch, Tamara L.
Eastman, Ronald J.
Edler, Joy N.
Edwards, James R.
England-Knott, Anna M.
Enke, Donald D.
Erlebacher, Alan J.

Fehl, Heather A.
Ferguson, Bryan G.
Ferguson-Gross, Katharine
Fitzgerald, Thomas A.
Fletcher, William J.
Flowers, Richard A.
Flynn, Kathryn D.
Foley, Peggy L.
Fox, Nicole R.
Frailey, Sarah J.
Frank, Stephanie
Fusinatto, Robert A.
Gahr, Jeffrey T.
Garven-Heffner, Cynthia M.
Gear, Hannah M.
Gibson-Tutt, Kerri L.
Gilmore, Richard L.
Glosier, Anthony E.
Godfrey, James D.
Goodman, Bradley E.
Goodman, Rex R.
Gordon, Misty M.
Gossett, Brent D.
Govero, Casey T.
Govero, Joddi L.
Grasso, Betty A.
Green, Steven A.
Gregory, Shalyn M.
Gresco, Ryan M.
Griffith, Christopher L.
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Grove, Thomas V.
Gu, Ziran (Kai)
Hansen, Gordon E.
Harkins, Jr., Raymond
Harris, Michael R.
Hartmann, Matthew J.
Heathcote, Victor P.
Hebda, Melanie A.
Hebson, Thomas L
Hechler, Ashley A.
Hemenway, Lu Ann
Hennemann, Linda A.
Henson, Karen M.
Hercules, Duane A.
Herschlag, Sharon W.
Hesemann, Matthew K.
Hickey, Sharon L.
Hill, Angela M.
Hinch, Richard L.
Hinds, Brittany A.
Hoch, Tammy L.
Holladay, Dana L.
Hook, Cynthia M.
Hopkins, Patricia M.
Horn, Rachel N.
Horvath, Stephen J.
Huckfeldt, Susan P.
Hunsperger, Dawn M.
Hunter, Jeffrey
Hutton, Amy C.
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Ibradzic, Hasib
Inman, Kara A.
Isaac, Jennifer C.
Jackson, John T.
Janes, Kristen M.
Jasperson, Jacki A.
Jefferson, Debbie A.
Jenkins, Ariel V.
Jenkins, Carolyn J.
Johannes, Danielle M.
Johnson Jackson, Heather N.
Johnson, Lloyd E.
Johnson, Ryan C.
Johnson, Vickie L.
Jones, Linda L.
Kamimura, Lola E.
Kampwerth, Tina M.
Kappel, Stephen R.
Karrenbrock, Diane L.
Keeling, Heather L.
Kell, Jo Ann F.
Kelly, John J.
Kern, Tia M.
Kettinger, Mary E.
Kilen, Paula R.
Killingsworth, Brett M.
Kim, Michael G.
Kimpel, Nathan
Kincaid, Bryan J.
King, Robert R.

Kliethermes, Julie M.
Knockel, Rhonda M.
Knoelke, Rebecca D.
Koester, Ronald J.
Kohl, Nicholas J.
Kolb, Christian D.
Komperda, Edward J.
Kottwitz, Lavasha B.
Kraatz, Tammy C.
Kriegel, Nicholas A.
Kwiatkowski, Kathleen M.
Lacko, Paul E.
Lakey, Ronald B.
Lambert, Christina L.
Lambrecht, Sarah S.
Laxton, Jayde M.
Lea, Sherry D.
Leahy, Thomas G.
Leclair, Amanda L.
Lee, Sarii T.
Legreid, Timothy D.
Lehman, Garrett
Leitner, Robert E.
Lemen, Matthew B.
Leonard, Kathleen A.
Leriche, Shirley C.
Leuchtman, Richard R.
Lile, James J.
Ling, Sandra K.
Lorenz, Jerid S.
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Lovell, Sandra L.
Lowrance, Theresa M.
Lucas, Libby K.
Luckey, Hazel J.
Luebbert, Steven F.
Luttrell, Amy L.
Lyerla, Sheree R.
Lynn, Charlotte R.
Maddock, Timothy J.
Maier, Eugene R.
Mallery, Victoria A.
Manwaring, Christa M.
Marti, Amanda F.
Martin, Bradley L.
Martin, Douglas
Martin, Leslie A.
Mathenia, James D.
Mauller, Bryan K.
Maviti, Paul N.
McAllister, Megan E.
McCallister, Sherry G.
McCormack, Justin E.
McDermott, Ryan J.
McDonough, Matthew T.
McKee, Jennifer E.
McKee, Todd R.
McKinney, Alexandria L.
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